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Foreign Post Offices
LOT# A1001

STARTING PRICE : $800

The extremely rare Austrian Turkish denominated 20 Para Ba #65a carmine on rose paper (with white gum-side) stamp
as Holyland postage tied to 12 MAR 1912 postmarked color picture postcard of Damascus Gate (Vester & Co. 'Souvenir Post Card'),
sent via Grand New Hotel in JERUSALEM to PARIS & tied on back by the hotel's oval cachet (Ba #13.1); the Hotel delivered the
mail to the Austrian post office whereupon it was affixed with a 20 para stamp for the period overseas postcard postage rate &
tied by the JERUSALEM-C postmark; stamp creased at bottom right. Discovery: the March 1912 usage of this stamp predates
Bale's earliest known date of 1914.
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Pictorals
LOT# A1002

STARTING PRICE : $200

DISCOVERY: 3 mils Mandate Pictorals stamp in apple green on undocumented vertically ribbed thick BROWN paper, as printed
matter postage tied to 14 SEPT 1931 postmarked picture postcard (Old City Jerusalem - Eliahu Bros) sent from JERUSALEM to tiny
locale CAMERLATA Italy; as bearing a message with 5 words or less, charged as surface mailed printed matter. The stamp is
compound perforated horizontally (13.5 at bottom & 13.25 at top; 14.50 vertically). Ben-Arieh certificate enclosed.
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LOT# A1003

STARTING PRICE : $500

The rare thin semi-transparent vertically ribbed 3 mils Mandate pictorial in yellowish-green (Ba #91e) serving as
overseas surface printed matter postage affixed to 13 MAR 1930 postmarked cover sent from JERUSALEM to LACROSSE USA & tied
by machine cancel; backstamped 3 APR LACROSSE, WIS REC'D arrival; unsealed per printed matter regulations, horizontal fold.
A rare paper-type stamp, generally considered a coil stamp though this cataloguer has discovered that the thin semitransparent vertically ribbed paper was also used for regular postage stamps (see item #143716 for confirmed 3m
produced as regular postage stamp on this paper). Here the stamp does not exhibit outward signs of being a coil stamp though
this cannot be discounted; perforated 13&#xBD : 14½ (13.5 x 14.5) as documented for this paper type.Rated VR (very rare) by
Bale if used on mail - only 1 known to him on a cover. Ben-Arieh certification enclosed.
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LOT# A1004

STARTING PRICE : $500

The rare thin semi-transparent vertically ribbed 3 mils Mandate pictorial experimental coil stamp in pale-green (Ba
#91e) serving as overseas surface printed matter postage affixed to 12 SEPT 1932 postmarked cover on imprinted business
stationary, sent from JERUSALEM to BROOKLYN & tied by machine cancel; backstamped 30 SEPT SAINT JOHNS PLACE STATION
arrival; unsealed per printed matter regulations, frayed edges.
A rare paper-type stamp, generally considered a coil stamp (classified as an "experimental coil") though this cataloguer has
discovered that the thin semi-transparent vertically ribbed paper was also used for regular postage stamps (see
item #143716 in our store for a confirmed instance of a 3m stamp produced as regular postage stamp on this paper). Here the
stamp does exhibit outward signs of being a coil stamp, specifically the rounded and short cropped right vertical perforation;
perforated 13&#xBD : 14½ (13.5 x 14.5) as documented for this paper type.Rated VR (very rare) by Bale if used on mail only 1 known to him on a cover. Ben-Arieh certification enclosed.
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LOT# A1005

STARTING PRICE : $1800

GROUND BREAKING coil stamp DISCOVERY: vertical strip of 5x 3 mils pictorial stamps in yellow-green on thick vertically ribbed paper, as 15m airmail postage via
Imperial Airlines, tied to 2 JULY 1936 air mail cover, from TEL AVIV to MUNICH & tied by3x strikes of rare postmark with 3-letter month in date-stamp (Groten
#C12, rated E / Sach #B44; without index letter - undocumented). Airmail to Europe in this period was sent partially by air and partially by surface, here either via
Brindisi or Paris: lacking the usual "cross" jusqu'a marking of Brindisi, this cover was likely sent via PARIS, on either the Thursday or [more likely] Friday IA flight from
GAZA.
The vertical strip does not bear any outward signs of being machine-vended except that on closer examination the perforation teeth on the right ends of the horizontal
perforations, in a repeating pattern, are thin (top perf) and then thick (bottom perf) - as observed, though not together, on 5m and 10m continuous roll "regular coil"
stamps with the special 14-hole horizontal axes, also on one of their two vertical axes. These special teeth were intended to help keep the stamp coils properly
aligned during dispensation so that they could be advanced, fed out and detatched from a vending machine without damaging the remaining stamps in the coil. The
combination of the thin and thick teeth create a slightly raised outer perforation hole similar to the style of Australian coil stamps , though those use larger
horizontal perforation holes with two slightly smaller ones on either side of the outer periphery.
Here, a unique perforation format not seen used before in Palestine and most likely a clear indication that these stamps were produced as a continuous
roll and not through the paste-up method (of assembling guillotined strips of stamps from standard stamp sheets into rolls).
We further observe that the vertical perforation is 14.5 as known on all pictorial stamps - except when measured along the segment which includes the thin and thick perf
teeth; the left axes (without these special teeth) measures 14.5 perfectly throughout. The horizontal perforation holes are all the same size, ruling out the possibility that
replacement pins which cause various hole sizes - sometimes observed on pictorials stamps - is not the reason for these special perforation teeth.
Here we have the first documented instance of a special perforation type used for vending machine dispensation, on hitherto unknown thick paper type .
The phenomena observed here also helps explain why coil stamps are so elusive, not necessarily having to exhibit overt signs of being guillotined. Ben-Arieh certificate
enclosed.
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LOT# A1006

STARTING PRICE : $1200

BIG DISCOVERY - undocumented 3 mils COIL stamp on THICK vertically ribbed paper, in lime-green hue, with perforation of 13¼ : 14½
(13.25 x 14.5) as recorded for this type of paper, affixed as postage for overseas surface mailed printed matter cover, sent from JERUSALEM to
GONZALES USA & tied by the rare double circled Sach #F4 18 AUG 1939 dated machine cancel (rarity rated F out of J), on its 2nd day of use.
The cover was posted sealed - contrary to printed matter regulations - and opened by cutting the right side.
This rare stamp could have passed undetected as it exhibited no outward characteristic of a coil stamp (the right vertical perforation being rounded
and short - but possibly the result of the cover being creased so close to it) - except for the pulled and creased 4th perforation hole from the
left on the bottom horizontal axis, caused by a feeder-pin of a stamp vending machine.
Until now Mandate coil stamps were only known as being produced on thin semi-transparent vertically ribbed paper (in the early 1930s), or for the
5m and 10m denominations in a 14 hole horizontal perforation on woven paper. This cataloguer has uncovered additional types including the 3m on
thick vertically ribbed paper (see item #143707 in the shop), but here with the horizontal perforation of 13.25 . As the stamp does not have
the unusual thin and thick outer perforation teeth on one of the edges of the horizonal axes, this stamp is likely from a paste-up roll and not
from a continuous roll of coil stamps (both production methods were used in Britain, which supplied Palestine's stamps, into the 1950s). Sacher
suggests that this Krag machine cancel was taken over by the government censor in September, who modified it to imprint "Passed by Censor
Jerusalem" - the rare type #F14 cancel. Ben-Arieh certification enclosed.
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LOT# A1007

STARTING PRICE : $250

3 mils Pictorials booklet pane (5 of 6 stamps) as 15m postage affixed to 3 JUNE 1937 postmarked surface mailed cover, sent from TEL
AVIV to tiny locale DALBY in Denmark & tied by 3x full strikes of rare double circle date cancel with 3-letter month in dateline (Groten #C12, rated E
/ Sach #B44; with index letter "C" - undocumented); rare franking as mostly complete booklet pane.

LOT# A1008

STARTING PRICE : $200

SUPERB 3 mils pictorial horizontally ribbed single (Ba #91d) tied to 1937(?) postmarked overseas surface printed matter cover, sent from
JERUSALEM to LONDON & virtually untouched by the machine cancel except on the very tips of a few right vertical perforations,otherwise
pristine. The machine cancel originally creased the cover so the date is unclear; mailed unsealed but has become sealed due to compression in the
collector's album. A very rare stamp & especially so as a single frank affixed to mail. Ben-Arieh certification enclosed.

LOT# A1009

STARTING PRICE : $200

DISCOVERY: 4 mils pictorial stamp in brown ink, on woven paper - undocumented; MNH. This issue on vertically ribbed
(1932 issue) or woven paper (1940 issue) is known in plum-purple color only, without any shade variations (ref: Ba #104, Dorf
#104/104w). The images enclosed also show this stamp next to the purple colored 4m and 50m issues.
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LOT# A1010

STARTING PRICE : $1800

THE EARLIEST KNOWN USED BOOKLET SHEET STAMP: 28 OCT 1929 postmarked commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent from TIBERIAS to
SAFED & franked 8m for the period postage rate for extra weight inland letter (5m initial 20g letter weight + 3m additional 20g weight), using pictorial series 3m single &
5m single with half-cropped left gutter (both on thick vertically ribbed paper) & tied by single strike of the local postmark; backstamped same day SAFED arrival.
The unusual half-cropped vertical gutter (or sheet selvege) was a unique byproduct of the production of booklet stamps : a standard stamp sheet
(documented so far as being only on thick vertically - or horizontally - ribbed paper) was guillotined into multiple column vertical sections for the initial preparation of
stamp booklet sheets; based on the location of the internal gutter columns, the booklet sheets were sliced out as 3x2 panes from the columns where a half-cropped left or
right sheet selvedge or gutter could serve as the inner margin of the booklet panes to enable them to be stitched or stapled together.The remaining guillotined
columns which were not 3 columns wide or did not have an adjoining selvedge or gutter were leftover stock relegated to be used as regular postage
stamps.
Bearing the 'ladder' type gutter design the 5m stamp here came from a Plate 1 type sheet, and with the gutter being on the left - and the stamp being neither
guillotined on the top or bottom, as would be for a booklet stamp -this stamp came from the unused portion of the sliced sheet, specifically the 5th column
from the right. Both the 5th and 4th columns from the right were part of the unused stamps derived from these guillotine-prepared booklet sheets.
The discovery here is that the 5m stamp's use pre-dates the presently known date of the 1st ever order of booklet stamps , Requisition #3377 documented
in the Crown Agents Requisition Books (compiled by Norman Collins), dispatched on 12 Nov. 1929 . This anomaly can be explained: first, this cataloguer has researched
and confirmed that Collins' compilation of purchase orders is incomplete, lacking at least 40% of the possible orders that exist . Second, specifically with
regards to this order there exists another order (#6082) which appears in 2 different sections as being both an order for regular postage stamps as well as an order for
machine vended coil stamps; that order generally references a single date as its date of dispatch (2 July 1934), but the portion of the order for regular postage stamps
actually splits out part of that portion into two different sets of dispatch dates, with the split out part being dispatched between "8 June to 2/7/34".
As such, here too, the intial order for booklets mentions that remaining sheet stamps not used in the construction of the booklets are to be "sent to the Colony along with
the booklets". As the cropped gutter is such a unique and rarely encountered characteristic - rare enough not to appear in Arthur Hochheiser's two part article "Peculiar
Palestine Pictorial Perforations" Israel Philatelist 1978 vol 29 issue 9-10 p.13 & issue 11-12 p.36 - with the usage date here being so close to the dispatch date,it is
undoubtable that these remaining stamps were sent physically separate from the booklets at a slightly earlier date , just as observed with order #6082 ,
and indeed entered use as regular postage stamps. Ben-Arieh certification enclosed.
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LOT# A1011

STARTING PRICE : $75

Late use of continuous roll coil stamp on Mandate mail: 7 JAN 1947 postmarked airmail cover on imprinted business postal stationary,
sent from TEL AVIV to NEW YORK CITY, franked 125m per period postage rate using 1x 5m coil stamp (with 14 horizontal holes & cropped vertical
edges) + 20m pair & 4pc stamp block & tied by 4x strikes of the head post office postmark; slit open at top. The coil stamp used herepost-dates
Collin's latest recorded order of 5m coil stamps (# 2450/3) of 3 June 1946.

LOT# A1012

STARTING PRICE : $75

Horizontally ribbed 5m & 6m pictorial stamps (Ba #93d/94d) as part of 15m franking on 15 AUG 1938(?) postmarked airmail cover, from TEL AVIV
to HAMBURG & tied by 2x strikes of the single circle postmark of the sorting office (i.e. the cover was deposited into a pillar box uncancelled &
processed later when the box was emptied); subsequently tied by the thick black "jusqu'a" cross used at BRINDISI Italy (Imperial Airways'
European transit point), at which point the cover was transported by surface route to Germany; torn open at back, complete. Scarce stamps.

LOT# A1013

STARTING PRICE : $50

Horizontally ribbed 6m stamp as part of 25m postage affixed to 28 JULY 1939 postmarked airmail cover sent from TEL AVIV to CHICAGO via
Imperial Airways as per the 15m 10g letter rate with 10m for additional 10g weight , tied by 3x strikes of the head post office postmark; routed
via LONDON where the thick pink jusqu'a bars obliterated the air mail imprint indicating onward transmission by sea mail; slit open at top &
right; French cinderella stamp tied to back.
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LOT# A1014

STARTING PRICE : $500

GROUND-BREAKING DISCOVERY: 7 mils pictorial stamp in scarlet on thin semi-transparent vertically ribbed paper - undocumented
in this color on this paper ; used. The transparency is evident by running the stamp over a dark object under standard room light (illustrated here
- though less pronounced on camera): the object will be mostly and instantly visible aross the field; on standard [thick] vertically ribbed paper the
object is not visible at all, or mostly opaque - thin semi-transparent paper reveals dark objects beneath it like paper soaked in oil. This cataloguer
recently published findings that the Crown Agents Requisition Books compilation of postal orders is very incomplete; as such stamps as this have
gone unnoticed and uncatalogued until now. At present 7m on thin semi-transparent vertically ribbed paper is only documented in deep violet (Ba
#105b, Dorf #105a).

LOT# A1015

STARTING PRICE : $200

DISCOVERY: undocumented CA multiple crown watermark depicting narrow rounded crown with spiked top , on 10m Ba
#97 used single stamp on woven paper; unlike the usual broader outward-extending type crown with broad upper rim and cross at
top.
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LOT# A1016

STARTING PRICE : $200

MAJOR DISCOVERY - latest known use of Mandate BOOKLET STAMP: 11 MAR 1942 postmarked cover sent from RAMALLAH to HAIFA,
franked 10m per inland letter postage rate using 10m single (Ba #97) with half-cropped left gutter & tied by single strike of RAM ALLAH
postmark (Dorf #5); backstamped next day arrival. Slit open at top, a tear above the stamp not affecting it.
The stamp affixed here features the unique guillotine cut of stamps sliced out from regular stamp sheets for use as stamp booklet
panes; with un-guillotined top or bottom horizontal perforations, this stamp comes from the leftover unused excesswhich served as regular
postage stamps - here from the 5th column from the left, adjacent to the gutter. As a Bale Type-D gutter this stamp came from a Plate #2 sheet:
this is not only the latest known observed use of a stamp from a booklet prepared sheet it is also produced on woven paper - a paper type
hitherto unknown used for booklet stamps.
Dorfman and Bale suggest that 1939 was the latest time of issue of stamp booklets; woven paper stamps came into use in June 1940. Here we
have indirect evidence of booklet stamps existing well into World War II - and this gains credence in light of a 1 July 1942 post office
circular (#748) requesting that all stamp booklets on hand at the post offices be returned to the Chief Accountant in exchange for their cash value
(cited by Arthur Hochheiser in HLPH journal #41-42 of 1990, p.31 - although his conclusion is that, without actual evidence in hand, booklets did not
necessarily exist then and really ceased production in 1939 - here we now have proof). Ben-Arieh certification enclosed.
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LOT# A1017

STARTING PRICE : $200

DISCOVERY: 10 mils Pictorial stamp on undocumented woven grayish colored paper, as part of 125m postage (using 5x
different colored stamps) tied to 11 NOV 1946 air mail commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent from
JERUSALEM to NEW YORK CITY & tie by 3x strikes of the head post office postmark; slit open at left with small piece from top left
corner missing, vertically folded. The 10m stamp has a diagonal surface scratch across its face and there is some reddish paper
thread the top right corner of the stamp - this may be a coil stamp damaged by a feeder pin during its dispensation from a stamp
vending machine.
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LOT# A1018

STARTING PRICE : $800

Discovery: earliest known used rare 15m stamp in dark gray (Ba #108c) here undocumented on vertically ribbed paper,
tied to 21 JUNE 1933 postmarked air mail cover on Tanne & Co. business postal stationary, from TEL AVIV to police president in
DUSSELDORF Germany, as postage for the Imperial Airlines rate - rare as a single frank - & tied by single strike of local Head
Post Office postmark: carried by air from GAZA to BRINDISI Italy where the thick crossed jusqu'a marking obliterated the airmail
etiquette, and from there by land to Germany. Slit open at top.
The 15m pictoral in dark gray is documented by Bale as being on woven paper and generally seen used in the period 1945-46:
although the second digit in the year in the postmark is unclear - either "33" or "35", even "38" - it still predates Bale and is here
on vertically ribbed paper. McQueen records this particular jusqu'a marking being in use between 1935 and 1937. Ben-Arieh
certificate enclosed.
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LOT# A1019

STARTING PRICE : $600

DISCOVERY - undocumented shade of 15m Ba #108c stamps, in greenish-gray, as 2x 15m franking part of 130m
franking applied to 21 MAR 1945 postmarked airmail cover sent from TEL AVIV to NEW YORK CITY "via England", on imprinted
business postal stationary; backstamped 10 APR arrival; slit open at top. The cover was charged for the faster & more expensive
130m per 10g postage rate via Britain rather than the cheaper 105m 5g rate if sent via West Africa & Miami (and which was
reduced to 100m the following day, on 22 March).
The 2x 15m stamps (on woven paper) used here are of the rare dark-gray type catalogued as #108c , also with metallic
sparkled ink as 108c, but one on the left with a darker greenish hue and one on the right with a lighter greenish hue undocumented in the literature. The 108c stamp is the only regular postage stamp without a Bale catalogue value in mint/minthinged condition & catalogues for $550 if affixed to mail; known used on woven paper in the period of 1945-46. Ben-Arieh
certification enclosed.
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LOT# A1020

STARTING PRICE : $5000

EARTHQUAKE: the 1st documented example of a 20 mils Pictorial COIL STAMP, here as a vertical pair bottom-fed coil leader on woven paper,
serving as 40m airmail postage on 8 JAN 1948 postmarked cover from HAIFA to PARIS (the year looks like "1946" but the rate paid entered use 15
May 1947, so the"6" is an "8"); torn open at top but complete + vertical fold.
The coil leader exhibits all of the classic characteristics of vending machine dispensed coil stamps, and with additional unique characteristics,
serves as an archetype specifically for the 20m issue: short-cropped, rounded vertical perforations; pockmarks from the vending machine's 2 x 2
feeder pins (either being mis-aligned and poking at the paper, or resulting from the attempt to detatch the coil leader from the rest of the roll) +
typical pin damage/paper creases to the 4th/5th horizontal perforation hole on the top; anduniquely for this issue, one thick and one very
thin perforation tooth on the bottom and top of the left-most perforation hole of the horizontal perforation - a hybrid of the characteristics
documented for continuous-roll 5m and 10m stamps (with 14 horizontal perforation holes) for optimized stamp dispensing, suggesting that this
leader is from a continuous roll rather than from a paste-up roll assembled from vertical stamp strips (although both production methods were used
in Britain into the 1950s, and Mandate stamps were produced there). See lot #1021 in this sale for a similar but different perforation pattern on a
20m coil.
While a cropped selvedge was also a characteristic of a paste-up stamp roll, whereby one strip of stamps was pasted to the tail end of another, the
selvedge here is of the narrow type observed on coil leaders: though both stamps have pronounced inward horizontal creases towards the center,
as a coil leader this would not be a production result from a paste-up process, and more likely the result of an attempt to detatch the leader from
the rest of the roll; the selvedge at the base indicates that the roll was nevertheless bottom-fed . An illustration of a coil leader and coil tail
is shown at the end of the image gallery.
An extraordinary philatelic discovery as no record of 20m coils is known, and none definitively confirmed to exist until now + this is the
first observed case of a Mandate coil leader as postage on a cover. Ben-Arieh certificate enclosed.
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LOT# A1021

STARTING PRICE : $2000

*MULTIPLE EARTHQUAKES* - DISCOVERIES: undocumented variant of 20 mils coil stamp strip as part of 95m postage, composed of 4x 20m + 5m single + 10m single
serving as double rate postage by BOAC Airways (2x 40m letter weight + 15m registry fee), tied to 20 FEB 1945 postmarked registered airmail cover sent from TEL AVIV
to GLASGOW UK & tied by multiple strikes of REGISTERED TEL AVIV postmark on front & back with undocumented dateline error of "20 45 FE".
The existence of a 20m coil stamp was completely unknown until this cataloguer discovered a "coil leader" vertical pair in 2021 (see item #143884 in our shop).
This 4-piece coil strip, while also on period woven paper, differs from the original discovery and is of a type with a special perforation hole on the outer right
side of each horizontal axis, characterized by having a thin perforation tooth on the top and a thicker, wider tooth below it . Their purpose was to enable better
advancement and dispensation of stamps through a vending machine, to minimize damage caused by the forwarding pins and detatchment.
These hallmarks are observed as separately occuring tooth types on the continuous roll 14-hole horizontally perforated 5m and 10m coil stamps presently known in the
literature as "regular coils"; as a feature occuring together these have only been observed by this cataloguer on a 1936 used 3m coil strip. As suchthe 20m strip here
was produced as a continuous roll and not through the paste-up process (of assembling guillotined strips of stamps from standard stamp sheets, and forming
these into a roll), although both production methods existed in Britain simultanously into the 1950s. The perimeter damage to the strip, observed on the top margin of
the top stamp and on the left and right edges of the top stamp and the one below may nevertheless be side-effects of the strip's dispensation from the stamp vending
machine.
Additional discoveries of note: the watermark of the coil strip is of the Multiple Crown & Script CA (Crown Agents) type - but the letters "CA" below the crown seen on
the left side (when viewed from the back) are irregular and non-constant; on the top two stamps the letters don't match the style of the watermark.Likewise on the
10m stamp the letter "C" of the "CA" script looks clearly like an "S" . In both instances these may be undocumented cases of the letters on the mesh of steel wire
which creates the watermarks (the "dandy roll") falling off or being damaged, and being incorrecly replaced back on the dandy roll.
An extraordinary cover bearing FOUR ground-breaking philatelic discoveries. Ben-Arieh certification enclosed.
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LOT# A1022

STARTING PRICE : $800

DISCOVERY: the undocumented 20 mils coil stamp as used single on thick vertically ribbed paper, evidenced by the pulled teeth at base and
the crimp mark above the 4th bottom perforation hole from the right - caused by a feeder pin in the stamp vending machine; partially tied by an
oval REGISTERED postmark. This cataloguer first discovered the existence of the 20m coil stamps in July 2021, those being on woven paper &
postmarked in 1948 - here this is the first instance of this denomination as a coil stamp on thick vertically ribbed paper, which would
date it to pre-June 1940, when woven paper became the paper type used for this Pictorial stamp series until 1948. Ben-Arieh certification
enclosed.

LOT# A1023

STARTING PRICE : $500

GROUND-BREAKING DISCOVERY: 100 mils pictorial stamp on thin semi-transparent vertically ribbed paper - undocumented as such;
used & tied by 27 AP 1934 REGISTERED JERUSALEM oval postmark (likely Sach #D7 based on wide digits & think letters). The transparency is
evident by running the stamp over a dark object under standard room light (illustrated here - though less pronounced on camera): the object will be
mostly and instantly visible aross the field; on standard [thick] vertically ribbed paper the object is not visible at all, or mostly opaque - thin semitransparent paper reveals dark objects beneath it like paper soaked in oil. This cataloguer recently published findings that the Crown Agents
Acquisiton Books compilation of postal orders is very incomplete (see the "blog" section on the site); as such stamps as this have gone unnoticed
and uncatalogued until now.
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Doar Ivri
LOT# A1024

STARTING PRICE : $50

Doar Ivri 15 mils with wrong tab (Bale #4b) tied to small sized cover postmarked 31 JAN 1949 locally in TEL AVIV & cancelled
by detainees illustrated slogan; rare stamp type on mail.
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Israeli Cinderellas
LOT# A1025

STARTING PRICE : $30

Undocumented 50 Agora donation voucher for the "United Fundraiser in Israel for the Development of the Golan Heights"; MNH,
ungummed
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Jewish National Fund (JNF)
LOT# A1026

STARTING PRICE : $40

LOT# A1027

STARTING PRICE : $75

JNF/Jewish National Fund (KKL) stamps & labels: undocumented different shades &
perforations of 1936 Herzl issue (Roch #394) - 2x lighter brown shaded stamps with
10.5 perforation (one lighter than the other) & 2x darker brown stamps with
undocumented 10.75 perforation, where one (with top selvedge) has a yellower
background and the other (below it in the picture) looks grayer; all MNH (4pcs). The
original 1918 issue was perforated 11.5.

JNF/Jewish National Fund (KKL) stamps & labels: unlisted imperforated
stamp similar to 1940 Western Wall issue (Roch #510-513), in black,
lithographic/offset printed with dot screen shading rather than
typographic print as the documented issue; no gum

LOT# A1028

LOT# A1029

STARTING PRICE : $40

STARTING PRICE : $40

JNF 7pc stamp lot of 1943 & 1962 Bialik and Herzl issue (Roch #888,
888a, 889, 889a, 2x 890, 1535), including undocumented color shade
varieties, especially #888a in greenish-black on watermarked paper &
thicker legend at base; MNH except darker blue #890 no gum

JNF/Jewish National Fund (KKL) stamps & labels: undenominated stamp of
1945 Hankin issue in yellow & brown (similar to 10m denominated
issue Roch #943) with larger text at base- undocumented as such,
Roch #942, MH. Shown here next to a regular #942 issue for
comparison.

LOT# A1030

LOT# A1031

STARTING PRICE : $75

JNF/Jewish National Fund (KKL) stamps & labels: lot of 30x stamps
comprising both printings of 1945 Rabbi Kook issue with various
shades, paper types & perforations (rough/regular): 944, 946 (3pc light blue MH), 959 (2pc - gray blue MN), 960a, 960b (3pc), 948 (5pc),
950 (3pc, one on gray paper), 961 (2pc), 951, 952, 954 (2pc), 962 (2pc),
962b, 956 (2pc, one in gray paper), 957; all MNH unless where noted
otherwise.
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STARTING PRICE : $40

JNF/Jewish National Fund (KKL) stamps & labels: complete unsurcharged
9pc stamp set of the 1948 Negev issue, Roch# 1126-1131 including
unlisted #1126 on dark yellow paper & unlisted #1127 on dark blue
paper; MNH

LOT# A1032

STARTING PRICE : $50

JNF/Jewish National Fund (KKL) stamps & labels: 15pc stamp set of the 1955 Tractor issue, Roch #1489-1497 including #1490
color shade varieties & off-white paper , undocumented #1492 in light shade on yellowish paper , undocumented
#1493 in darker shade of violet, undocumented #1495 as unwatermarked in green + unwatermarked lime green; MNH

LOT# A1033

STARTING PRICE : $120

JNF Jewish National Fund (KKL) unlisted 1972 first day cover "In Memory of Israeli Olympic Sportsmen" (Munich Olympics
Massacre), with lavender imprinted emblem + mix of 2x black & 2x red overprinted JNF stamps, similar to Roch #CG38/39 but
undocumented with both overprint type - supposedly only 10 such covers exist; MNH
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Irgun-Etzel
LOT# A1034

STARTING PRICE : $200

Revisionist-Zionist/Irgun paraphilately: complete promotional-propaganda 6 x 2 mini stamp sheet of the pre-State
Irgun (aka Etzel/IZL) underground military organization, circa. 1944-48, in blue, black & white, depicting the movement's emblem
at center + it's name in Hebrew at top & in Polish, French and English below + slogan "The Sole Solution" in French and English on
the top corners of the illustration; MNH & OG, firm paper, unperforated or folded in any places; slight vertical perforation
mismatch from left to right. Rare as a complete sheet. Reference: Beal #41.1 = $25ea / $300 for the sheet (in 2002), but
unlisted as a sheet.
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Ottoman Post
LOT# A1035

STARTING PRICE : $150

Holyland stampless mail: 1910 dated cover on Union Bank stationary, sent from Bishop Papken of the Armenian Patriarchate
in JERUSALEM to "Father Hakob Karamanukyan, Halep" (ALEPPO Syria); tied at back with the Patriarchate's cachet. Although
eligible for free mail as a religious institution, under the Ottoman postal service the cover was likely couriered as it does not bear
a postmark and the address is in Armenian. Unusual, scarce type of mail.
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Foreign Post Offices
LOT# A1036

STARTING PRICE : $2500

Holyland maritime mail SHOWPIECE: 3 MARCH 1905 postmarked color picture postcard of Sepphoris/Tzipori (Joseph Mitri of
Jaffa publ.), mailed on board the British ship S.Y.Argonaut of London and addressed to RAMSGATE (UK); prefranked 20pa per
period overseas postcard rate by the Holyland Austrian post office in HAIFA & cancelled by the post office there + tied on back by
full strike of the ship's double ring cachet & 15 MARCH arrival. Rare martime mail of which less than 5 pieces are known to
Bale - here rare combination of British ship mail with foreign stamp. The Argonaut was a luxury steam yacht, in service from 1879
to 1908 when she sank after being hit by a ship off of Dungeness; her routing around the period of this postcard was Palestine,
Egypt, Greece, Sicily and Naples.
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EEF & 1st Interim period mail 1918-1920
LOT# A1037

STARTING PRICE : $800

Rare early Mandate/OETA 2 Piastre double rate applied to 3 APR 1918 postmarked cover sent from APO SZ 44
(JERUSALEM) to CAIRO, serving as twice the 20g letter rate to non OETA South regions including Egypt prior to the introduction
of a 6m fractional rate (published 15 Aug. 1919); franking using horizontal pair of Blues #3 1pia & tied by 2x strikes of B-indexed
29mm postmark + backstamped 5 APR 1918 dispatch using larger 32mm SZ44 postmark; tied by red Palestine Censorship 2
cachet on front & backstamped 7 APR arrival; cover trimmed & address cut out.A very rare postage rate; only 3 other such
covers known.
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LOT# A1038

STARTING PRICE : $3000

Mandate EARLIEST recorded LATE FEE on VERY EARLY printed matter mail sent abroad: applied to 2 AUG 1918
postmarked minature cover, sent from Army Post Office APO SZ44 (JERUSALEM) to officer at #14th Australian General Hospital
(Abbassia Barracks in CAIRO, Egypt); as not endorsed "on active service" (OAS) the sender was likely a civilian & the cover liable
for postage - here a very early instance of postage used as introduced just on 16 July 1918 (per Groten research) - here
1m as printed matter + 2m as a late fee (rates were identical for domestic mail and mail to Egypt) using 1m & 2m single
typographicals two weeks after their first day of use (16 July); tied by 2x strikes of large Proud #D2 skeleton postmark & Palestine
Censorship 3 handstamp (FB #PCC3/3, in greenish-blue - unlisted as such). Unsealed per printed matter regulations. This cover
predates the current earliest known late fee cover, dated 20 Jan 1922 -by 3½ years (TAS #48/175). Two rare rates on one
cover + very early usage.
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LOT# A1039

STARTING PRICE : $1500

Earliest recorded late fee on domestic printed matter endorsed mail, via civilian post: applied to 8 JAN 1919
postmarked minature cover, sent from JAFFA to Dr. Moshe Wallach at the Shaare Zedek Hospital in JERUSALEM & franked 1m
for domestic 50g printed matter rate + 2m for the late fee using Ba #5/6 typographical stamps & tied by 2x strikes of the
civilian OETA EEF JAFFA double ring postmark (GD #6) + Palestine Censorship No. 2 cachet on front; cropped open at right side but
unsealed per printed matter regulations. This cover predates the current earliest known late fee cover, dated 20 Jan 1922 -by 3
years (TAS #48/175). Two rare rates on one cover via early civilian postal service . Dr. Wallach was the founder of the
hospital.
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LOT# A1040

STARTING PRICE : $250

Rare Mandate postmarks - SAFED (Dorf #D6 , rated I-) as 2 AUG 1920 dated postmark tied to 2m frank as early OETA
Palestine overseas printed matter cover on imprinted postal stationary, sent from SAFED to PHILADELPHIA; backstamped 5 AUG
HAIFA transit using demilitarized GD #14 double-ring postmark (#36); originally sent unsealed per printed matter regulations, now
sealed from pressure, corners cropped. Scarce combination of rate & postmark.

LOT# A1041

STARTING PRICE : $150

Mixed typographic & Jerusalem I franking on 30 DEC 1920 postmarked postal card sent from JERUSALEM to WIERUSZOW
Poland, franked 4m per period postage rate for overseas postcards using 2m typograph Ba #6 in blue green + 2m with Jerusalem I
setting II overprint in blue green (Ba #27 with 14:14 perforation) & tied by 2x strikes of the skeleton Sach #B1 postmark. At the
bottom-center there are remains of a stamp tied by a smaller postmark - unclear what this may have been, possibly applied in
Poland. Rare mixed franking.
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Inter-war Foreign Postal Links 1921-1939
LOT# A1042

STARTING PRICE : $50

Jerusalem Palace Hotel postal stationary serving as cover for surface mailed letter sent from JERUSALEM to CAMBRIDGE
Massachusettes USA, franked 13m per period overseas surface mail & tied by partial strike of head post office postmark.Scarce
mail: this hotel was built by the Supreme Muslim Council, headed by Haj Amin al-Husseini, in order to highlight the presence of
Muslims in Jerusalem; a business rivalry existed between it and the nearby King David Hotel. The Palace Hotel opened in Dec.
1929 but didn't survive commercially and closed in 1935. As per the postage rate paid, this letter was sent sometime between
Dec. 1929 and 31 May 1932.

LOT# A1043

STARTING PRICE : $100

Late rate period 13m surface mail rate applied to 29 MAY 1932 cover sent from TEL AVIV to O. H. Hoffe in PRAGUE Czechoslovakia, where the 2m
stamp used (with the straight cut top perforation) is probably a booklet stamp taken from the middle of the top row; here the cover was charged
13m just prior to the 15m rate change which took place on 1 June. Of note, based on other correspondence from the consignment, the
addressee is Otto Hoffe, the husband of Esther Hoffe, the future secretary of Franz Kafka's literary executor, Max Brod ; the sender "Reich" is a
member of Esther's family. Slit open at top.
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LOT# A1044

STARTING PRICE : $3000

THE "HOLY GRAIL": REGISTERED MAIL 20 mils LATE FEE applied to airmailed 27 SEPT 1932 postmarked double weight medium-sized
commercial registered air mail cover sent from Orange Growers Cooperative Society in TEL AVIV to business in LONDON, franked 63m per period
postage rate for 13m registry fee + 20m base 20g rate via Imperial Airways to London + 10m first tranch additional 20g weight + 20m
registered letter LATE FEE (the second tranch extra 20g weight was 15m, leaving 5m unnessarily overpaid - this highlighted by the use of a 3m
single stamp in the franking) & tied by multiple strikes of the oval REGISTERED TEL AVIV postmark of the head post office; slit open at right.
Unusually, not backstamped with transit or arrival postmarks as expected for registered mail. To date THIS IS THE ONLY KNOWN and
CONFIRMED REGISTERED LETTER LATE FEE RECORDED ; in this period the late fee could only be paid at the head post office of the 4 major
cities.
The cover was sent on Imperial Airways bi-weekly flight on the India-England route to LONDON (as per the 20 Oct. 1931 schedule - either direct to
London or via Egypt to London): its postmarking on a Tuesday indicates that this cover was to be carried by the EGYPT route , whose
schedule changed from Monday dispatches to Wednesdays starting on 3 Feb. 1932 (the direct London flights remained unchanged, leaving
Fridays); the latest times of posting remained the same, meaning that from Tel Aviv registered letters had to be deposited by 8pm the night before,
or with with a late fee paid, by 9am the day of the mail's dispatch. Payment of a late fee enabled a sender to deposit mail after the ordinary hours of
the final collection of mail, here some time after 8pm Tuesday.
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LOT# A1045

STARTING PRICE : $50

Old City JERUSALEM Mandate mail abroad: 11 DEC 1933 postmarked surface mail cover, sent from the Armenian Patriarchate
in JERUSALEM to NEW YORK CITY, franked 15m per period rate to non-UK destination & tied by machine cancel; torn open at left.
Rare origin mail.

LOT# A1046

STARTING PRICE : $50

Air and surface mail from Palestine to USA: 22 JUNE 1935 postmarked airmail cover, sent from JERUSALEM to
JACKSONVILLE & franked 15m per period postage rate via Imperial Airlines using vertical strip of 3x 5m stamps & tied by 2x strikes
of the head post office postmark; with air service up to LONDON - where the thick pink parallel jusqu'a bars obliterating the air
mail etiquette were applied - and onward transmission by sea; slit open at top.
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LOT# A1047

STARTING PRICE : $100

Mandate air mail abroad: 17 FEB 1936 postmarked airmail cover from TEL AVIV to BERLIN, franked 35m for the period
triple weight service via Imperial Airways (15m initial 10g + 2x 10m for additional 20g weight) & tied by 2x strikes of the head
post office canceller; subsequently tied by the thick black "jusqu'a" cross used at BRINDISI Italy (Imperial Airways' transit
point), at which point the cover was transported by surface route to Germany; opened gently at back. Scarce rate.

LOT# A1048

STARTING PRICE : $75

Mandate pre-war airmail: 29 JUNE 1936 postmarked air mail cover, sent from RAMLE to tiny locale BURHAM UK, franked
13m per period Imperial Airways rate to the UK & tied by single strike of the ER RAMLE postmark; torn open at top, trimmed down
& resealed (small pieces missing from backflap). Scarce Arab mail from an early stage of the 1936-39 Arab revolt in
Palestine, which began in April-May that year.
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LOT# A1049

STARTING PRICE : $120

Soviet covertly censored mail as "Damaged" mail: 19 Sept 1938 surface mailed cover from SIMFEROPOL USSR to TEL AVIV,
franked 50k per period overseas letter rate & tied by 2x (different?) strikes of the local postmark; backstamped 22 Sept ODESSA
transit: although originating in the Crimea and in transit via a major port city, the cover was not sent by sea but by
rail to KIEV where a French-language instructional marking was applied on the back "RECU AU BUREAU DE ECHANGE DE KIEV
GARE AVEC LES PLIS SALEMENT COLLES" (Received at the Kiev Train Station Office of Exchange with Dirtily Glued Folds);
subsequently arrived 6 Oct in TEL AVIV where 2x "FOUND OPEN or DAMAGED and OFFICIALLY SECURED" adhesive labels were
applied to the top of the cover & tied by multiple strikes of the local postmark. Torn open at back, but complete except small tip of
backflap.
Philatelists and researchers note a high proportion of mail from the Soviet Union abroad arrived damaged or so claimed by
instructional markings, from the late 1920s to 1940s: studies of the circumstances suggest that in the vast majority of cases
these were attempts by the Soviets to conceal covert inspection and censoring of mail sent abroad , as in this case.
The attempts were often clumsy, with steamed-open covers being resealed with an overabundance of glue, orslit openings
poorly resealed as is probably the case on this cover and examples are known of foreign postal services sealing up poorly
handled mail of this type from the USSR. The unusual routing alone is a cause for suspicion.
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LOT# A1050

STARTING PRICE : $75

Mandate airmail to ship: 17 NOV 1936 postmarked air mail cover, sent from TEL AVIV to addressee on steam ship SS
Monte Pascoal at LISBON "Spain" (Portugal), franked 25m & endorsed for air service via KLM; backstamped 30 NOV arrival with
machine cancel, but the ship had already left & cover was backstamped 3 DEC 1936 by the local agent's office handstamp
"received after departure of the steamer" and front-stamped same day LISBOA-CENTRAL return-departure + Portuguese "Return
to Sender" instructional handstamp; slit open at top, return address stripped off back-flap.

LOT# A1051

STARTING PRICE : $50

Unusual Mandate destinations - MALTA: 13 OCT 1937 postmarked surface mailed cover sent from HAIFA to CASA DU LEONI
palace in SANTA VENERA Malta, franked 15m per period surface mail abroad using a horizontally ribbed single stamp & tied by
a full strike of the head post office cancel; backstamped 16 OCT ALEXANDRIA (Egypt) transit + another unclear possible CAIRO
prior to Alexandria & BANHA STATION (along the Cairo-Alexandria route); backstamped 20 OCT machine cancel VALETTA arrival;
opened gently at back.
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LOT# A1052

STARTING PRICE : $50

The "All Up" 10 mils airmail rate: applied to 28 AUG postmarked air mail cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent from TEL AVIV to
JOHANNESBURG South Africa & franked using detached pair of booklet stamp s, tied by machine cancel; slit open at top. Although the year is not
clear in the datehead it would be either 1938 or 1939 as the All Up unified 10m postage rate to the UK and Empire entered use in Palestine on 1
March 1938 and ended immediately with the outbreak of WWII in Sept. 1939. Slit open at top.

LOT# A1053

STARTING PRICE : $100

Outbound Mandate triple weight surface mail: 7 NOV 1938 commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary, from JERUSALEM to
TUSCALOOSA USA, franked 33m (using 5x different colored Pictorials stamps) per the period initial weight surface rate to non-UK destinations
+ 2x additional weight (15m + 2x 9m) & tied by 3x strikes of the local head post office postmark; slit open at top, horizontally forlded with a couple
of edge tears and creases.

LOT# A1054

STARTING PRICE : $75

Mandate mail abroad with pneumatic mail service: 1 MAY 1939 airmail cover from TEL AVIV to DOBRUSKA Czechoslovakia, franked 15m for the period air mail
service via Imperial Airlines; backstamped 4 May PRAGUE-7 transit + 4-digit red number on back - the marking of the Prague pneumatic postal service (mail
transmitted inside capsule-containers, propelled through tubes by vacuumed air) which serviced this specific #7 station in the city; cut open at right + exhibiting the
flattened, wrinkled appearance of mail squashed-folded-bent into the dispatch cartridges. Pneumatic mail (also known as "rohrpost") service required a surcharge when
used for the dispatch of mail, but this service was also used (free of charge) for the delivery of mail from abroad ; here the destination was 140km outside of
Prague. Unusual type of postal service for Mandate mail.
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Baghdad Overland Mail
LOT# A1055

STARTING PRICE : $3000

EXTRAORDINARY WWII German postal link via PALESTINE: 12 JULY 1941 postmarked registered surface mail cover on imprinted bank
postal stationary with teleprinted address, sent from BERLIN to TEHRAN Iran & franked 55pf; with manuscript routing "via Istanbul-Erzurum" +
stamped with boxed customs-declaration cachet "foreign exchange bank, contents - no goods"; the cover was opened & sealed by the censor in
Berlin.
At the time of mailing the German invasion of the Soviet Union was into its 20th day and mail could no longer be sent as before via the USSR,
and Turkey was Germany's key route to the east: unusually, not backstamped in transit in Turkey, at least in Istanbul (although a 6-digit Turkish
sorting number is stamped on the front), and here likely the cover was not transmitted onward to Erzurum in the east of Turkey just north of Syria
& Iraq. Possibly due to the effects of the German invasion of the USSR on transport lines, the cover's ongoing transmission wasrouted
southwards where it encountered the result of the British invasion of Syria and Lebanon (8 June - 14 July 1941), and asopened & sealed by
the Palestine censor J6 in JERUSALEM (i.e. rather than Haifa) the cover was probably carried by rail in a sealed mail bag via Syria-Lebanon
rather than by sea.
Here the cover was further transmitted eastward by the period default route overland via Baghdad (under British control since 31 May) to
TEHRAN where it was backstamped with 17 SEPT 1941 arrival - 17 days after the Anglo-Soviet invasion of Iran. At the time of posting Iran was
neutral in the war; fairly quick 2 month transit through 3 war zones. Perhaps as a result of the upheaval from the invasion of Iran the cover was
only front-stamped with an office dater on 1941 DEC 20 - 3 months later.
A unique "Baghdad overland" cover with Palestine routing of Nazi Germany originating wartime mail , extraordinary in that beyond the
neutral Turkish leg of the transit the rest of the journey went entirely through Allied occupied/controlled territory, whereby the Allies
effectively delivered Nazi German wartime mail.
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Domestic mail 1921-1948
LOT# A1056

STARTING PRICE : $100

Mandate postal service free mail: postage free postal concession applied to 22 JUNE 1929 postmarked post office box renewal card (PT
423A) sent locally in JERUSALEM by registered mail; printed in Hebrew-only and office-receipt stamped by the "Vaad HaIr LeYehudey
Yerushalayim", ('Committee of the Jewish Community of Jerusalem') the umbrella organization representing the Jews of Jerusalem. The card reminds
the receiver to renew his post office box #13 by the 30th of the month, at a rate of 1 piastre for the year; if the box rental is not renewed, the key
must be return otherwise the 250m deposit will be lost. A rare example of this type of postage free mail from the postal service.

LOT# A1057

STARTING PRICE : $75

Palestine Mandate rare type printed matter / small locale: 9 SEPT 1934 postmarked miniature greeting card sized cover sent from MOSHAV
EIN GANIM via PETACH TIKVA post to Geula neighborhood in JERUSALEM, containing imprinted Rosh HaShana (Jewish New Year's) greeting; franked
2m per period printed matter rate & front-stamped 21 SEPT arrival. The card was sent before the Petach Tikva post office received the Mandate
type dateless triangular cancellation for holiday period bulk mail (in order to obfuscate the posting date, to minimize realization of the slow holiday
period transit time); here the card was sent the day before Rosh HaShana, and apparently was delayed until after Yom Kippur 10 days later. The
sender is Avshalom Carmeli, a founder of Ein Ganim. Of note, on account of its small dimensions, the cover would have qualified as an "
Embarrassing Postal Packet" (in Hebrew - "Troublesome mail item") and rejected at the counter but here it was accepted and passed through
the mails. Unsealed per printed matter regulations.
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LOT# A1058

STARTING PRICE : $75

Palestine Mandate domestic air mail in WWII: 13 SEPT 1939 postmarked cover from dentist in HAIFA to the Haaretz newspaper in TEL AVIV,
franked 5m per period inland letter rate & tied by 7am time-stamped postmark; the cover was carried as first-class mail by Palestine Airways as per
an arrangement with the Palestine Postal Service for air mail transport between the two cities (in force since 28 Oct. 1938) and transported on the
morning flight departing HAIFA at 10:30 am; it arrived in TEL AVIV at the Municipal Airport (Sde Dov) at 11:05am, whereupon it was transferred from
the airline's offices to the postal system & backstamped same-day arrival at 2:15pm; opened gently at back. Ironically scarce air mail as seldom
encountered during the period of domestic airmail (Oct 1938 - Aug 1940) & rare as a same-day dispatch and arrival . Palestine Airways was
initially unaffected by the outbreak of World War 2, though 5 days later on the 18th it temporarily cancelled its passenger/mail service to/from
Beirut.

LOT# A1059

STARTING PRICE : $75

Late period Mandate domestic airmail: 1 MAR 1940 postmarked commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent from TEL
AVIV to HAIFA & franked 5m per inland letter postage rate + tied by machine slogan cancel; backstamped next day arrival asposted at 5pm - too
late for the same day's flight. Torn open at back but complete.
The domestic air mail service began on 28 Oct. 1938 and lasted into the summer of 1940; the service functioned similar to British "All-Up" mail
whereby mail at the standard letter rate was transported by air at no extra surcharge. Here this was done by Palestine Airways for domestic mail
between Tel Aviv and Haifa.
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LOT# A1060

STARTING PRICE : $75

End of the 2m printed matter rate: 2 mils frank tied to mimeographed invitation sent locally in JERUSALEM to the Ruchama
religious girls' school (Mekor Baruch) & tied by dateless triangular "JERUSALEM" postmark (used for bulk printed matter mail
during holiday periods) - here near last day of this postage rate, ending 31 March 1941 , as per the date of the invitation 26
Adar 5607 (Tuesday, 25 March 1941). From 1 April the domestic printed matter rate rose to 3m.

LOT# A1061

STARTING PRICE : $75

Fast wartime WWII era Mandate mail - taxi transported: 30 MAY 1943 postmarked registered cover from soldiers welfare organization in
HAIFA to the Jewish Agency Aliyat HaNoar department in JERUSALEM, franked 25m per period rate & tied by 2x strikes of the HADAR HACARMEL
branch office postmark on front & back; backstamped same day REGISTERED HAIFA transit & same day REGISTERED JERUSALEM transit-arrival - the
routing must have bypassed Tel Aviv in the middle; slit open at left, filing holes at right. The unusual speed of the mail transit suggests that the
cover was carried by a taxi company, like Taxi Kesher , which had been awarded a contract on 7 Sept. 1939 to carry the mails of an
accelerated mail service which had just been inaugurated between Jerusalem, Haifa, Jaffa and Tel Aviv (these contracts were re-tendered every
several months).
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LOT# A1062

STARTING PRICE : $75

Consular mail in Palestine: 16 OCT 1944 postmarked minature cover , sent from Greek Consulate General in JERUSALEM to Jewish addressee
in KFAR YONA, franked 10m per period inland letter postage rate using 10m single tied by single circle canceller of the sorting office (i.e. the cover
was deposited unpostmarked into a pillar box and process later when the box was emptied) + tied by illustrated circular cachet of the consul on the
back; backstamped 18 OCT NATHANYA transit-arrival. Slit open at top.
Contains the small visiting card of the acting consul general, Georges Christodulo, with a handwritten message on theoccasion of the liberation
of Athens (14 Oct. 1944) & dated 16 Oct. This cover technically qualified as an "embarrasing postal packet" (better translated by its Hebrew
equivalent "troublesome mail item" - doar mafriim) on account of its small size, below the regulation standards, and could have been return to the
sender undelivered as a result. Scarce consular mail.

LOT# A1063

STARTING PRICE : $100

Mandate small locales - GIVAT HASHLOSHA as return address ("next to PETACH TIKVA") on back of 8 FEB 1946 postmarked
registered cover sent from member of youth group ('chevrat noar') in PETAH TIKVA to Aliyat HaNoar youth immigration
department in JERUSALEM, franked 25m per period postage rate (10m letter + 15m registry fee) & tied by 3x strikes on front/back;
backstamped same day REGISTERED TEL AVIV transit & next day REGISTERED JERUSALEM transit-arrival; slit open at top + 2x
filing holes
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WWII era Foreign Postal Links with Allied, Liberated & Neutral
Countries
LOT# A1064

STARTING PRICE : $120

WWII surface mail via Palestine: 21 NOV 1939 postmarked surface mail cover sent from MANILA Philippines to HERISAU
Switzerland, franked 4c & tied by machine slogan cancel; the cover was subsequently censored in HAIFA by censor #28 & tied
by hexigonal cachet. The cover was likely carried via the Red Sea through Suez and on to Haifa, from where it taken by rail
through Lebanon and Turkey through the Balkans and to Switzerland via a non-belligerent neighboring country like Italy as no
further censor marks are observed. A rare postal link.

LOT# A1065

STARTING PRICE : $100

WWII Greek postal link with Palestine during the Italian invasion (Greco-Italian War): 29 NOV 1940 surface mailed commercial cover on
business postal stationary, sent from ATHENS to HAIFA, franked 9 Drachma & tied by single strike of the local postmark +2 different
handstamps of the Athens Censorship (?????????? ??????); subsequently opened & resealed by the Palestine censor H32 in Haifa using red/white
PC22 label (Sach #Q10) numbered 71/8833. Manuscript docketed arrival date of 2 DEC 1940 . The Italian invasion of Greece began a month
before the posting, on 28 October with the Greek Army counter-attacking on 14 November; the Germans invaded on 6 April 1941.
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LOT# A1066

STARTING PRICE : $50

Unusual WWII wartime airmail from Palestine: 8 MARCH 1940 postmarked airmail cover, sent from HAIFA by an officer in
the Royal Army Veterinary Corps to COLCHESTER (UK), endorsed "by air mail KLM" & franked 20m per the period 10g letter
postage rate on that carrier - the cover was subsequently sanctioned for being shortpaid & stamped with "insufficiently prepaid for
airmail" bilingual boxed instructional marking (Sach #L42) of the Haifa head post office.
The period postage was was indeed 20m per 10g (as of 12 Jan 1940), rising to 25m per 10g on 7 May; although the marking does
not indicate the actual weight of the cover the apparent reason for the sanction was it being heavier than 10g - and sosent by
surface mail. In any case the KLM postage was comparatively cheaper than British BOAC's as its air service was only to NAPLES
Italy and then the rest of the route by surface transport.
The officer did not enjoy a postage free mail concession as the British Army was only entitled to this in theaters of war, and
Palestine was not then deemed one. Of interest, the cover was uncensored and unendorsed by an officer . Slit open at top
and right, resealed at right.
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LOT# A1067

STARTING PRICE : $100

Rare WWII early 1940 discounted 120m all air transatlantic postage rate for 10g letter to New York City, applied to
22 APR 1940 airmail cover sent from JERUSALEM to NYC; franked using 100m & 20m stamps & tied by single strike of the single
circle postmark of the sorting office (i.e. the cover was deposited into a pillar box uncancelled and processed later when the box
was emptied); opened & sealed with red PC22 label by censor 69/5633 in Jerusalem (unlisted in Sacher using this type of label).
The pedantic censor completed the word "Transatlantic" marginally obscured by his label andalso wrote his initials on the
reverse - highly unusual for Palestine censored mail (more common by contrast on Levant French censored mail); slit open at
bottom.
This rare rate existed from 12 January until 3 July 1940 for a once-a-week service, with a parallel rate of 140m for North
American destinations outside of NYC; the sender must have missed the deadline for the weekly dispatch, so saved himself time
by entering his letter into a letter box rather than wait in line at the public counter.
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LOT# A1068

STARTING PRICE : $75

Rare postage period June 1940 Mandate mail abroad: 5 JUN 1940 postmarked Red Cross imprinted postal stationary cover
from JERUSALEM to GENEVA Switzerland, franked 15m per period surface mail postage rate & tied by 2x strikes of the sorting
office (i.e. the cover was deposited into a letter box uncancelled and not handed in at the public counter); opened & sealed by
Jerusalem censor 69/7333 + again by Examiner 1209 in LONDON; slit open at right.Rare overseas mail during the German
campaign in Western Europe & Italy's entry into the war affecting Mediterranean transport routes.

LOT# A1069

STARTING PRICE : $75

WWII Palestine 125m transpacific rate for 5g air mail via Pacific Clipper from Hong Kong with airmail service throughout
applied to 16 JULY 1941 postmarked cover from RAMAT HASHARON to tiny locale GREENPORT USA; opened & sealed with PC22
label by censor 70/6233 in TEL AVIV; slit open at right, small piece missing from bottom right corner.
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LOT# A1070

STARTING PRICE : $800

British postage rate on Palestine mail - transported by the army: unusual 3 DEC 1942 postmarked surface mailed cover on Adler
Hotel postal stationary, sent from TIBERIAS to CAPE TOWN (South Africa) & franked 50m using 8x different Pictorials stamps, tied
by multiple strikes of the local postmark; opened & resealed by censors in EGYPT twice, with brown label and then Base
Censor label on top - by the Chief Field Deputy Censor + "49" numbered censor cachet on back;backstamped 9 FEB 1942
transit at Field Post Office FPO 560 in West Africa; opened roughly at bottom, small piece missing not affecting the cover.
The 12 Jan. 1942 airmail rate to South Africa was 60m - 10m shortpaid on this cover and not taxed or endorsed as air mail; the 20
June 1940 postage rate for surface mail outside the UK was 15m for the first 20g and then 10m for each additional 20g - this rate
remained unchanged until July 1943, but the postage paid here was unnessarily overpaid by 5m and wouldn't explain the military
transit. Rather, the sender must have been a serviceman who paid the British "Empire" surface postage rate equivalent of
12½d (1S½d) for 11 ounce mail (as published, per 1 May 1940 rates published in the UK), in mils (1:4) = 50mand the civilian
post office entered this cover in a mail bag transiting through the British Army postal service, to South Africa (surface mail was
free for soldiers in theaters of war sending mail to the UK). Rare and Unusual.
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LOT# A1071

STARTING PRICE : $75

Reused WWII postal stationary for mail abroad: 15 FEB 1944 postmarked surface mail cover on re-used NAAFI postal
stationary from Egypt, sent from JERUSALEM to Red Cross GENEVA Switzerland & franked 20m per period surface postage rate,
tied by machine cancel; opened & resealed by censor KK/26757; the cover was recently used as per 1 FEB 1944 dated EGYPT 89
Postage Paid military postmark on back (used by APO S.201). Return address applied as affixed label obscuring the imprinted
NAAFI return address on front. Unusual use for overseas mail.

LOT# A1072

STARTING PRICE : $120

Rare Mandate postal destinations: wartime WWII 2 MAR 1944 postmarked surface mailed cover from Angican Bishop in JERUSALEM (with
personal cachet stamped on back) on his personal postal stationary to addressee at the British Council at PORT OF SPAIN Trinidad, franked 20m
per period worldwide surface postage rate & tied by single circle cancel of the sorting office (i.e. the cover was deposited unpostmarked into a
letter box and processed later when the box was emptied); backstamped 1 SEPT 1944 arrival - 6 month transit time(!). The cover was taken
around the African continent and then across the Atlantic. Remarkably, not censored in Palestine or further abroad - the Bishop's personal cachet
may have served as an "official mail" status exempting the cover from censorship. Slit open at top.
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LOT# A1073

STARTING PRICE : $300

WWII era Mandate heavy mail: front of 3 OCT 1944 postmarked Red Cross "Postal Message Scheme" imprinted postal
stationary cover, sent from JERUSALEM to GENEVA & franked 112 mils for 111m 8x weight postage rate for surface mail
(20m for initial 20g weight + 7x 20g additional weight at 13m each; 1m overpaid) & tied by multiple strikes of sorting office
postmark; traces of sealing tape visible on front. Rare rate especially during WWII.

LOT# A1074

STARTING PRICE : $150

WWII incoming airmail from Colombia: 11 OCT 1944 air mail cover from BOGOTA to tiny locale of Moshav GIVAT HEN "by RAANANA",
franked 1.15 Peso + ½ cent Ministry of Posts and Telegraphs postal tax stamp & tied by 3x strikes of the local postmark. The cover was carried by
local AVIANCA airlines to BARRANQUILLA and from there transferred to PANAM which carried it to its hub in MIAMI, where it was opened and sealed
by censor 30785; carried in the period of the war by PanAm's FAM-22 route to Lagos and then either by Egyptian MISR airlines or British BOAC to
Palestine. Backstamped 20 NOV RAANANA arrival-transit; slit open at top, small piece missing from base. Of note,an interesting and as yet
unseen adhesed sorting label printed "Raanana" on the back, probably affixed upon arrival at Lydda airfield post office.
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LOT# A1075

STARTING PRICE : $75

Well travelled WWII airmail - the special 130 mils rate via UK: 28 DEC 1944 postmarked registered cover sent from MACHANE YEHUDA
branch office in JERUSALEM to NEW YORK, endorsed "via England" and franked 145m (130m for the air mail route via UK rather than via west
Africa for 105m + 15m registry fee) & tied by multiple strikes of the branch office postmark - scarce on overseas mail; backstamped same day
REGISTERED JERUSALEM transit, 13 JAN NEW YORK transit-arrival, next day transit & 15 JAN BROOKLYN arrival & "sender notified" (instructional
marking) - however as addressee unknown, returned to sender & backstamped 31 MAR 1945 REGISTERED JERUSALEM transit-arrival; opened
roughly at left.
The special 130m 10g airmail rate was introduced on 24 sept. 1944, offering faster transit time of 10-12 days via London if endorsed "via
England" on the mail. Unusually, not censored at any stage of the journey.
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LOT# A1076

STARTING PRICE : $300

Rare postage stamp & mail combination: undated WWII era newspaper wrapper from NEW YORK to JERUSALEM, franked
4½c at triple (3x) the 2 ounce international printed matter surface mail rate using 3x 1½c New York bureau precancelled
Martha Washington "prexie" horizontal coil stamps (Sc A277 #840) adhesed by a stamp affixing machine; with US censor
"Examined By 8248" transparent label adhesed to the front.
The wrapper dates to the period of 18 Dec. 1941 and 15 Aug. 1945 when US censorship was in place on international mail;
unusually lacking Palestine censorship markings the wrapper probably dates to the late-war period 1944-45 (censorship in
Palestine ended in Sept. 1945).
Machine affixed US stamps are not often observed on mail: here this is evidenced by the slanted vertical cuts caused by a knifelike device which cut the stamp from one edge to another (or from the center to both sides) - rather than cutting the entire stamp
length at once - creating slightly diagonal, slanted/arced cuts along the edge. Among the major mechanical stamp affixer
machines was Multipost; most though were operated by pressing a plunger on the device which advanced a stamp from a
continuous coil housed in the shell casing, moistened it, cut it and affixed the stamp to the piece of mail; a water reservoir was
also housed inside. Stamp affixing machines were used by businesses , often for bulk mail, and were immensly popular
though owing to the sloppy-looking stamp detachments many businesses eventually turned to neater meter franking.
A rare postage rate supplied by a rarely seen type of franking on mail to Palestine.
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WWII era Foreign Postal Links with Axis, Related & Occupied Countries
LOT# A1077

STARTING PRICE : $5000

EXTRAORDINARY VERY LAST WWII (wartime) MAIL FROM GERMANY TO PALESTINE:Sunday 3 SEPT 1939 postmarked registered
airmail cover with 16:00 time-stamp, sent from BERLIN-CHARLOTTENBURG to HAIFA & franked 75pf per period rate using 3x Hindenburg
medallion definitives stamps + tied by single strike of the local postmark; backstamped 10 SEPT 1939 TEL AVIV transit-arrival , 12 SEPT HAIFA
transit and 15 SEPT HAIFA delivery.
The cover was posted 5 hours after Great Britain officially declared war on Germany (at 11:00am) and an hour before France followed
suit. As per the quick transit time, the cover was clearly sent by air.
Under the circumstances and given the Tel Aviv transit marking [suggesting a LYDDA airport arrival] the cover was likelycarried by the Dutch
KLM airline (British BOAC flew via Rome-Brindisi to Alexandria and Tiberias & Air France flew via Beirut - regardless of the transit markings, neither
was an option by this date; Italian Ala Littoria flew to Haifa): per Boyle "all civilian air mail services were suspended in Germany from 1 September
1939 through 5 October 1939"; the cover was transported by land to neutral Italy where KLM received it at NAPLES on Flight 783 on its newly
altered Amsterdam-Bandung route, on Thursday 7 Sept from where it was carried via Athens and Alexandria to Lydda where it was received on
Saturday the 9th and forwarded to Tel Aviv.
Palestine censorship was carried out by the office closest to the address on mail - here Haifa - where at this early stage of the war the office here
uniquely used a plain brown paper label (#Q1 - as confirmed used 10 Sept 1939 by Sacher) & tied 4x times by themute rectangular censor
cachet of censor #16 (#Q20 - also confirmed used 10 Sept 1939 by Sacher). The cover was delivered on the 2nd day of Rosh HaShana (Friday).
The uniqueness of the cover is that it was dispatched not just on the 3rd but also after the official start of war between the United Kingdom and
Germany - and still transmitted beyond Germany's borders: wartime mail censorship in Germany began roughly on 4 Sept. in Berlin & Konigsberg,
yet this cover evaded the censors. Palestine officially suspended postal relations with Germany on the 6th. Slit open at top.
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LOT# A1078

STARTING PRICE : $500

WWII French military mail mailed during the Battle of France & Italian invasion, transited via Palestine: 16 JUNE 1940 postmarked
stampless On Active Service (OAS) cover endorsed in French "FM", sent from FREJUS to a sergeant of the RACL (Regiment d'artillerie coloniale du
Levante) - Colonial Artillery Regiment in the Levant - in DAMASCUS Syria.
An intricate period of military and postal history: Germany invaded France on 10 May, and Italy declared war on France on 10 June; on 14
June the German army occupied Paris and on 17 June the new Petain government declared its intention to seek an armistice with Germany.Italy
intended to invade southern France in the area adjoining her, which she did on 21 June , eventually occupying the sending locale and the
surrounding region just up to Marseille.
The cover was subsequently opened and sealed by the censor in LONDON (PC90 #4336): it may have been transferred to Gibraltar and then to the
UK or it may have been sent to the UK directly (likely through neutral Spain-Portugal as Paris had fallen) - the Italian declaration of war on France on
10 June brought about the closure of the Gibraltar censor station shortly thereafter and an almost immediate suspension of air and sea mail through
the Mediterranean.
As the cover was subsequently censored in JERUSALEM by censor J14 (hexagonal handstamp on front), it probably reached Palestine via the
new "Horseshoe Route" eastwards from the UK, around southern Africa and through the Red Sea-Suez Canal. In this period Britain and unoccupied
Vichy France, in southern France from where the cover originated, had intermittent periods of diplomatic and mail suspensions as a result of British
military attacks against her, though after August 1940 they resumed both and Vichy remained neutral towards the UK. Neverthelessas recently as
late September Britain attempted to invade and liberate Vichy held Dakar in West Africa though the operation failed.
In spite of these events the cover was transmitted onwards from Palestine where it was opened and resealed in Syria by the Vichy French
censor & tied by the L.2. #23 inspector; backstamped 5 NOV 1940 DAMASCUS transit-arrival through the civilian post, it was transferred to
the military & backstamped 16 NOV 1940 Poste Aux Armees 610 arrival where it was likely front stamped by the negative seal CPMD 22 (Control
Poste Militaire Damas -?). Cut open at left. An extraordinary postal history item.
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WWII era Military Mail
LOT# A1079

STARTING PRICE : $100

WWII military mail in Palestine: [10-11] SEPT 1940 postmarked cover on verko embossed military unit postal stationary of the 1st The Royal
Dragoons, sent from field post office FPO 121 (Rex Hotel in JERUSALEM) to local car company; at this time the free mail concession for members of
the armed forces on active service did not yet exist, as such the sender still had to pay for postage - here 7m as per the period inland postage rate although as of July 1940 this was supposed to have been paid with British and not Palestine stamps for the British Post Office to assume
responsibility for transit and other charges related to the running of the military postal service. Front-stamped by censor #1818 & endorsed by an
officer; backstamped 11 SEPT arrival, opened gently at back.

LOT# A1080

STARTING PRICE : $200

WWII military mail in Palestine: very rare Field Post Office FPO 124 mailed stampless cover on verko embossed military unit postal
stationary of the Royal Wiltshire Yeomanry ("Primus in Armis"), postmarked 20 NOV 1941 to bank in HAIFA. As sent on army unit postal stationary
the cover was not endorsed "OAS" (On Active Service) for the free postage concession. Stamped by triangular censor handstamp #2484 & endorsed
by officer. Slit open at top. A rare FPO 124 postmark used during an undocumented period as per Proud (and valuable when used during
his documented periods in Palestine and Cyprus) & also undocumented as per the unit's own service history - here likely used in Palestine as the
address does not reference a country. A discovery piece.
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LOT# A1081

STARTING PRICE : $120

WWII era airmail suspension between UK & Palestine: 30 NOV 1944 postmarked cover marked "Par Avion" (by air mail),
obstructed by stamps, from Field Post Office FPO 406 (Polish Army Postal Service in the UK; return addressed to Polish Forces of
British Liberation Army) to Polish House in TEL AVIV & franked 15d for the air mail service (per the 1s 3d period civilian airmail
rate from the UK); although not marked "on active service" OAS the cover was nevertheless censored & endorsed by the officer.
However air mail service was unavailable , possibly because of a 24 Nov. reported interruption in mail service after Lisbon
(affecting British air mail to Switzerland but possibly also beyond, even past 27 Dec.) & cover so marked on back by 2-line
instuctional marking PLEASE INFORM SENDER AIR MAIL SERVICE NOT AVAILABLE: the cover was not returned but rathersent by
sea & tied by the LONDON red 6-bar jusqu'a roller cancel indicating termination of air mail service; opened gently at back. The 24
Nov. news report indicated that transport by sea would likely be slow owing to increased activity against German U-Boat
submarines in the area.
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Post WWII-Holocaust Foreign Postal Links
LOT# A1082

STARTING PRICE : $150

VE Day airmail with Late Fee: 9 MAY 1945 2:30pm postmarked air mail cover from JERUSALEM to SKIPTON (UK), endorsed "per British
Airways" & franked 42m using a combination of 4x franks 20m + 13m + 5m + 4m, for the period 40m rate to the UK + 2m late fee & tied by 3x
strikes of the Head Post Office postmark; as late fees were applied to mail deposited within 5 minutes of the dispatch time , as the postmark
is time-stamped 2:30pm the letter was likely deposited exactly at the final time for dispatch (dispatch times were set to quarter hour intervals);
manuscript docketed arrival date of 16 May 1945 ; slit open at top. The sender's return address postbox is that of the Department of Customs,
Excise and Trade - Import and Export Licensing Section.

LOT# A1083

STARTING PRICE : $120

Late Fee airmail: 17 JUNE 1946 postmarked air mail cover (etiquette removed), sent from JERUSALEM to PENZANCE (UK) & franked 43m for the
40m postage rate using 15m + 13m + 7m + 8m stamps & tied by 3x strikes of the 8:30PM time-stamped General Post Office canceller : the
precise postage of 40m could have been assembled at the GPO; with the time being 8:30pm this would be in line with the last moment for dispatch
of mail and a late fee (2m) could only have been paid at the GPO.

LOT# A1084

STARTING PRICE : $50

Mandate double weight surface mail: 8 NOV 1946 postmarked cover on imprinted business postal stationary, sent from
JERUSALEM to LOS ANGELES & franked 34m for the 33m postage rate (20m base letter fee + 13m additional weight, per 1 July
1943 rates); slit open at top.
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LOT# A1085

STARTING PRICE : $75

The 85m transatlantic airmail rate, applied to 13 FEB 1947 postmarked registered cover sent from MEA SHEARIM Branch Office
JERUSALEM to BALTIMORE USA, franked 100m for the additional 15m registry fee; backstamped 22 FEB NEW YORK Registered Division transit
arrival, next day NEW YORK AMF (Air Mail Field) transit-arrival & 24 FEB BALTIMORE arrival; opened gently at back.
The 85m rate was in use for a short time , between 27 Jan and 14 May 1947. Scarce overseas mail from a branch office . Return addressed
"New Beit Israel", referencing the newer neighbood build just north of the existing relgious Beit Israel neighborhood near Mea Shearim.

LOT# A1086

STARTING PRICE : $300

Sextuple heavy weight sea mail to France - sent by air: 17 APRIL 1947 postmarked registered cover on airmail postal stationary, sent
from JERUSALEM to MULHOUSE France, franked 100m (20m for base 20g letter + 15m registry fee + 5x 13m additional 100g weight - 6x weight
in total); tied by multiple strikes of the REHAVIA BO postmark &backstamped 24 APR arrival; slit open at base. Air transport is deduced by the
fast 7 day transit (sea mail at this time took roughly 2 weeks from Palestine to Marseille alone). The airmail rate to France at this time was 55m;
as the imprinted "air mail" endorsement was not obliterated the post office likely mis-sorted it with other air mail.
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LOT# A1087

STARTING PRICE : $300

Brazil SAMPLES air mail: 22 MAY 1947 postmarked medium-sized airmail cover from TEL AVIV to RIO DE JANEIRO (Brazil)
endorsed "Samples of No Value" and franked 225m at triple weight rate (3x 75m - new rate as of 15 May) using 4x 50m + 20
single + 5m single pictorals stamps & tied by multiple strikes of the head post office postmark;rare destination with very rare
samples endorsement. Top right corner & part of backflap missing, not affecting the cover.

LOT# A1088

STARTING PRICE : $120

Mandate customs inspected mail: 14 AUG 1947 backstamped registered air mail cover from hotel guest at LAKE PLACID New York USA to
addressee in TEL AVIV, franked 70c; backstamped next day NEW YORK transit & 19 Aug TEL AVIV arrival; possibly on account of the extra weight
paid for the cover, customs unusually opened and inspected the item before re-sealing it untaxed , with 2x PT 231 labels & stamping the
front "duty fee" with the department's Sacher unlisted boxed cachet Palestine Customs | Tel-Aviv Post | Duty Free. Had there been undeclared
valuables the addressee would have been forced to pay a "compulsory registration" fee according to the estimated value of the undeclared items.
Torn open at top, complete. At this time during the rebellion against the Mandate and illegal immigration it might have been expected to see more
instances of customs-inspected mail, but such cases are scarce.
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LOT# A1089

STARTING PRICE : $120

Palestine Mandate rare destinations - YUGOSLAVIA: 23 AUG 1947 postmarked registered airmail cover on imprinted business stationary,
sent from JAFFA to CELJE Yugoslavia, franked 95m (15m registry fee + 2x 40m double weight letter) & tied by multiple strikes of JAFFA
REGISTERED 2 circular postmark; backstamped next day TEL AVIV transit & 4 SEPT 1947 arrival; slit open at top.Post WWII / pre-State Israel
airmail to the Balkans (Yugoslavia/Bulgaria/Romania) is rare (much mail was sent to Palestine from the Balkans but much less by air was mailed
to there).

LOT# A1090

STARTING PRICE : $50

Late 1940s uncancelled bulk mailed printed matter surface mail cover , sent from JERUSALEM charity organization to NEW
YORK CITY & franked 5m for the period postage rate; with manuscript "6D" postal marking on front near address as observed on
other similar mail to NYC (possibly a Postal Delivery Zone code, a precursor of the present day ZIP codes) - as such this
cataloguer's evaluation is that this cover passed through the mails but missed being cancelled; unsealed per printed matter
regulations, vertical fold.
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Taxed Mail
LOT# A1091

STARTING PRICE : $75

Mandate taxed airmail: 30 DEC 1936 air mailed postal card sent from TEL AVIV to FRANKFURT (Germany), posted only with
the imprinted 8m franking rather than at 10m for the airmail rate and so underpaid; marked for postage dues with manuscript
T10c probably still in Palestine - twice the 2m deficiency per the period gold centimes rate of 1c = 1d British = 4m Palestine mils and also marked such in Germany with red boxed Nachgebuhr (postage due) cachet. Scarce taxed mail.
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Postmarks & Postal Markings of Jerusalem
LOT# A1092

STARTING PRICE : $250

Jerusalem machine cancel DISCOVERY: new earliest known date of use of BUY JAFFA ORANGES slogan cancel (Sach
#F6/Proud #M2 state 4), serving as 12 DEC 1933 10pm transit-arrival backstamp on same day postmarked 5m franked cover
from TEL AVIV to Rabbi Avraham Kook at the Chief Rabbinate; backstamped 13 DEC 1933 MEA SHEARIM arrival (Sach #J6) + office
filing number on front; opened gently at back. Proud listed the earliest known date of use as 13 Dec. 1933 - here, a day earlier.

LOT# A1093

STARTING PRICE : $150

Jerusalem postmarks - machine cancels: the rare double circled Sach #F4 18 AUG 1939 dated machine cancel (rarity rated F out of J), on
its 2nd day of use, tied to overseas surface mailed printed matter cover franked 3m, from JERUSALEM to PHILADELPHIA; mailed unsealed per
printed matter regulations (but sealed from compression in the collector's stockbook). Sacher suggests that this Krag machine cancel was taken
over by the government censor in September, who modified it to imprint "Passed by Censor Jerusalem" - the rare type #F14 cancel. Here a rare
machine cancel in use for roughly 1 month, possibly less.
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LOT# A1094

STARTING PRICE : $300

DISCOVERY: 22 Sept 1944 postmarked 4-sided pamphlet with High Holiday calendar, of Yeshivat Aluma, sent locally in
JERUSALEM & tied by red 6m POSTAGE PAID postmark (unlisted and unknown in Sacher & Proud), for double the printed
matter rate - scarce, folded horizontally

LOT# A1095

STARTING PRICE : $50

The rare EIN KARIM skeleton cancel (Dorf #1) dated 26 DEC 1945 as arrival postmark on color picture postcard of Monaco,
sent as stampless On Active Duty OAS military mail from APO 615 (Italy) on 18 DEC 1945; light vertical crease at right
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LOT# A1096

STARTING PRICE : $150

Machine cancel error: "KEEP DEATH OFF THE ROAD" machine slogan cancel (Sach #F8) missing the datehead, applied to
stampless official OHMS cover sent locally in JERUSALEM from the Department of Broadcasting on 7 AUG 1947; opened gently at
back. This cancel entered use 11 July.

LOT# A1097

STARTING PRICE : $200

Jerusalem machine cancels - undocumented inverted year error in 19 AUG 1947 date head of "Keep Death Off The
Road" slogan cancel, tied to surface mail commercial printed matter cover sent from JERUSALEM to WATERTOWN USA, franked
5m per period postage rate; unsealed per printed matter regulations. Sacher only records 4 dates with fully inverted date head
errors for the Universal machine cancel (#F5) across 13 years of usage; for this cancel (#F8) none is recorded, and no
machine cancels are recorded with just the year inverted - a discovery piece.
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1933-1946 Holocaust era Philately & Ephemera
LOT# A1098

STARTING PRICE : $200

Holocaust-era Jewish mail from German-occupied Poland, outside the Ghetto: 11 NOV 1940 postmarked family
correspondence registered cover from Metzger in tiny locale TUCHOW German-occupied Poland (return-addressed "Deutsche
Post, Osten") to a Maurice Metzger in VICKSBURG US, franked 1.10Rm using Generalgouvernement & GG overprinted Polish
stamps stamps, tied by 2x strikes of the local postmark + registry label; inspected & sealed by the German censor - no letter code
(probably in Berlin, which handled mail to North America); backstamped 27 DEC 1940 SAN FRANCISCO transit & 31 Dec arrival the cover was carried by sea via the Pacific & likely also via the Soviet Union eastwards. A remarkable postal link for Jewish
mail at this time: the "Osten" reference in the return address indicates the Germanization of the recently conquered Polish
territory. The sending locale was a small town with 300 Jews on the eve of the German invasion in September 1939; the
persecution and murder of Jews began immediately although the town also absorbed Jews from neighborning villages at this time;
in 1942 a ghetto was established and also liquidated, and the rest of the town's Jews exterminated in 1943. Records show a
Maurice Metzger (1875-1951) buried in the Vicksburg Jewish Cemetery. One possible way such a cover could have been mailed
with the sender's full name in the return address is if he had converted.
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LOT# A1099

STARTING PRICE : $200

Holocaust-era Vilna Ghetto police permit: 18 March 1942 dated permit, improvised on a sheet of notebook paper, issued by
the 3rd Police Station (precinct) at 655 (am) for a Chaim Meler to go to the employment exchange (Arbeitsamt) until 845; stamped
by the station's (German) text cachet at center with the policeman's signature below + bilingual German/Lithanian form stamp at
the top left. As written in Hebaicized German this was intended for internal Ghetto usage between the branches of the Ghetto
administration. The Ghetto Police consisted of three precincts which the ghetto had been divided into, as well as the ghetto's
prison; in early 1942 the police had about 200 policemen.
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LOT# A1100

STARTING PRICE : $300

Holocaust-era Auschwitz II-Birkenau Briefaktion (Operation Mail): 8 JULY 1944 dated handwritten message on neutral postal card, franked
6pf at the period inland postcard rate using a Hitler-head single stamp & tied by machine slogan cancel ("Pack army packages well and sturdily!") now partly removed; the sender is a female, born 1877 at "Arbeitslager Birkenau" and the addressee is a female in PRAGUE: the cancellation
(partly removed is CHARLOTTENBURG in Berlin and the postcard is tied by a violet text cachet "Ruckantwort nur auf Postkarten in deutcher
Sprache ober die Reichsvereinigung Der Juden in Deutschland Berlin 65 lranischestrasse 2" (Lordahl type SC22b: "Reply only on postcards, in
German, through the Reich Association of Jews in Germany, Berlin N65, lranische Strasse 2").
This postcard was part of a deception operation by the Third Reich to deflect rumors and reports regarding the liquidation of the
Jews, here this method was called "Briefaktion" (Operation Mail): upon arriving at Auschwitz, the victims were required to write postcards or letters
to their home, indicating that their resettlement was fine and they were in good health; all these cards had the same return address: Arbeitslager
Birkenau ["Labor-camp Birkenau"], bei Neu-Berun. This mail was then transferred in bulk to Berlin for processing, where the items were
stamped with the instructional marking that replies were permitted only through the Association of Jews in Germany. The items were then
postmarked and mailed from several Berlin post offices. In contrast to prisoners in other camps, these new arrivals were not registered or given
inmate numbers; shortly after writing these postcards or letters, these individuals were put to death.
The Association of Jews itself, in its Third Reich era incarnation, served as an organ controlled by the Reich Security Office (the RSHA), for the
purpose of tracking and registering Jews, for more effectively controlling and deporting them. Filing holes at the base & vertical fold.
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LOT# A1101

STARTING PRICE : $150

Jewish Synagogue postcards in the Holocaust/WWII: Hungary > Gyongyos - photo montage postcard published by
Weinstock of Budpest, of the town including image of the Synagogue with caption, postally used 17 June 1944, from
GYONGYOS to BUDAPEST, during the Hungarian deportation of the Jews: here specifically, the deportation of the town's Jews, to
Auschwitz, took place in June.
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1) Mandate Termination Period
LOT# A1102

STARTING PRICE : $200

War of Independence affected mail - closure of Jerusalem General Post Office: [Friday] 16 JAN 1948 postmarked airmail cover addressed
to family member Rafael Erlanger in LUZERN Switzerland from sender Joseph Erlanger in JERUSALEM - butpostmarked & dispatched in TEL
AVIV by a courier, as the Jerusalem GPO had closed between 1-4 and 5-11 January for security reasons affecting the Jewish and Arab employees
of the GPO (other mail items between the correspondents, from 1947, confirm their names and mail dispatches from Jerusalem) - and overseas mail
invariably had to go through the GPO on its way abroad; here franked 80m for double the 40m period postage rate (the rates for most of
Europe were reduced to 40m on 15 May 1947). The GPO reopened on Monday the 12th but with heavy workload accumulated from the stoppages.
Slit open at top.

LOT# A1103

STARTING PRICE : $150

War of Independence affected mail from JERUSALEM - 23 MAR 1948 postmarked cover sent from TEL AVIV to NETANYA, with return address
in JERUSALEM handstamped on the front; franked 10m per period postage rate & tied by single strike of the head post office canceller: evidently
the cover was couriered from Jerusalem and posted in Tel Aviv, a likely necessity owing to limited mail service at Jerusalem stemming from the
theft of vehicles and their supplies, and the battles between Jewish and Arab forces for control of transport arteries and the Jerusalem-Tel Aviv road
in particular; opened roughly at top.
The siege on Jerusalem is generally considered to have begun on 20 April but in the days and weeks preceding it much mail from the city was
couriered out and posted from Tel Aviv, as here.
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LOT# A1104

STARTING PRICE : $200

Late Mandate surface mail abroad: 25(?) MARCH 1948 postmarked commercial cover from TEL AVIV to business in EAST
HAMPTON New York USA, franked 20m per period surface rate & tied by single strike of the local Head Post Office canceller;
subsequently front-stamped 5 MAY East Hampton transit-arrival . Posted during the period of the gradual termination of the
Mandate postal service & postal services to Palestine - here on the day surface mail to Palestine (via the UK) was suspended.
As per the 17 day transit time noted for the famous American SS Marine Carp ship transport of mail from Haifa to New York
between 20 May to 6 June, here the long transit time may be due to a 28 January 1948 Mandate government directive orderingall
American ships to dock at Haifa (which in turn created turnaround delays and heavy traffic at both Haifa and Tel Aviv ports):
as the Marine Carp is a suitable possibility for the transport of this cover, it is documented having arrived at Haifa on 14 April, and
if it left 3 days later as it did in the instance when it arrived on 17 May, it would have reached East Hamption on the 5th within a
17-18 day transit time. Locally re-routed to PORTLAND Maine. Slit open at top, some peripheral tears but complete and historic,
rare with arrival postmark as a proving date.
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LOT# A1105

STARTING PRICE : $2500

LAST MAIL FROM EGYPT - latest recorded incoming cover prior to 1948 Egyptian seizures of mail to Palestine & mail suspension:
24 MARCH 1948 postmarked air mail registered cover from Elyakim Struck in ADDIS ABABA Ethiopia to Mrs. Chava Motolsky in TEL
AVIV, franked 80c per period rate & tied by 2x strikes of the local postmark on the front; backstamped26 March FAROUK
AIRPORT 1am transit + another Egyptian CAIRO transit mark at 9am the same day & 28 March LYDDA AIR PORT transitarrival & same day TEL AVIV arrival.
A remarkable cover for being fully flown throughout, as airmail via Ethiopia was not always transmitted to Egypt by air; and
here the latest recorded cover - per the Egyptian transit proving dates - and possibly the very last to reach
Palestine/Israel via or from Egypt (until 1980) , before the commencement in April of the Egyptian policy of seizing Jewish
addressed mail to Palestine, whether by sea or air, censoring and impounding it before returning it to the sender 3-4 months later.
All subsequent mail for Palestine/Israel which reached Egypt was refused ongoing service and returned, as part of her state of war
with Israel & subsequent postal boycott of Israel. Opened gently at back.
The correspondents were husband and wife: Chava as the daughter of the surgeon Dr. Julius Motolsky, working at the
address on the cover, and served as the head doctor of the Yarkon Hospital; Struck appears to have been the first general
manager of Lufthansa's Israel office when it opened in 1961.
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LOT# A1106

STARTING PRICE : $120

Late Palestine Mandate era airmail: 31 MARCH 1948 postmarked commercial cover on imprinted business postal stationary, from TEL AVIV to
MILLIKENPARK Scotland UK, franked 25m per period rate & tied by a single full strike of the head post office canceller; slit open at top.
Here carried on BOAC's new reduced flight schedule starting April 1st: as time-stamped 11am, the cover met the 12pm dispatch deadline
for Wednesday and was carried on BOAC's 1st flight BA32M from Lydda, for the new April schedule at 0830 Thursday morning (1 April)
. Mail departing at 8:30 in the morning would arrive the following day in London at around 4pm.

LOT# A1107

STARTING PRICE : $500

LAST CZECH AIRMAIL INTO MANDATORY PALESTINE: 15 APRIL 1948 postmarked air mail cover sent from PRAGUE to TEL AVIV, franked 10kr
& tied by single strike of the local postmark; as not registered mail, not backstamped with transit or arrival postmarks, butthis cover was carried
on one of the last CSA Czechoslovakian Airlines flights into LYDDA during the period of the Mandate . The regularly scheduled CSA
flights departed Palestine on Sundays (i.e. arriving there Saturday 17 April ), although in April this March-published schedule may have changed
dramatically (as was the case with the other airlines), as the last CSA flight to leave was on Thursday the 22nd (i.e.arriving Palestine on the
21st); opened gently at back, some tears to flap edge.
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LOT# A1108

STARTING PRICE : $5000

LAST BRITISH BOAC AIRMAIL OUT OF MANDATORY PALESTINE: [Sunday] 18 April 1948 postmarked commercial air
mail cover on Spinneys Ltd business postal stationary, from HAIFA to business in MITCHAM United Kingdom, franked 25m per
period rate to the UK & tied by single strike of the local postmark; backstamped office receipt [Monday] 26 April 1948 with
8:45 time stamp - a rare and critical proving date for this type of mail. Working back from the receipt date, in light of the efficiency
of the British postal system and the warfare on the roads of Palestine characterizing this period of Israel's War of Independence
impeding transport, the cover was transported on BOAC's last flight out of Palestine, departing Saturday 24 April and
arriving in London on Sunday the 25th; mail departing Lydda at 8am generally arrived in London at 4pm the following day. Lydda
airport closed down on the 25th and the last flight out was Air France, ending the air mail service of Mandatory Palestine.This is
presently the only known piece of mail from this last flight.
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LOT# A1109

STARTING PRICE : $800

LAST BRITISH BOAC AIRMAIL OUT OF MANDATORY PALESTINE: [Monday] 19 April 1948 postmarked commercial air mail
cover on imprinted business postal stationary, from TEL AVIV to business in MILLIKENPARK Scotland UK, franked 25m per period
rate to the UK & tied by single strike of the head post office canceller. A similar cover postmarked 18 April from Haifa to the UK,
with backstamped (office) arrival of 26 April, is known to have been transported on the last BOAC flight leaving Palestine,
departing Saturday 24 April and arriving in London on Sunday the 25th. Here though lacking an arrival postmark, butposted a
day later than the Haifa cover, it's highly likely that this cover was also carried on the last flight ; lacking auxiliary postal
markings to the contrary this cover was assuredly transported. With the postmark not showing a time-stamp the cover was
probably deposited after the 12pm dispatch deadline for Monday's mail to be carried on Tuesday's flight; the only other flights
available would have been Wednesday's (April 21st), Thursday's (22nd) or - most likely - the final flight on Saturday the 25th.
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LOT# A1110

STARTING PRICE : $1500

LATEST KNOWN postmarked outbound MANDATE era airmail, [Sunday] 2 MAY 1948 from TEL AVIV to business in
CHICAGO, franked 65m per period air mail rate to the US & tied by 4 strikes of the Head Post Office public counter double-ring
postmark + British airmail etiquette - the cover was actually handed in in-person & accepted for dispatch, not postmarked
by the sorting office going through accumulated mail in the pillar boxes. Hereposted 7 days after the official termination of
the Mandate air mail service (via Lydda airport which closed on 25 April) - and remarkably accepted for dispatch by the post
office even a week after the termination of the service, here on the day the interim Minhelet Haam post service took effect in the
secondary towns of Palestine and 4 days before the start of the interim postal administration in Tel Aviv, on the 6th.
In this narrow space of time Mandate stamps were still sold over the counter and the cover was properly prepared for overseas
mail, bearing Mandate franking and Mandate cancellations. As posted at the HPO the cover was likely carried by air and not
diverted to sea/surface transport (as observed on a 25 April cover from Rishon Le Zion with docketed arrival 6 June), andlikely by
one of the first CSA flights between 12-14 May , departing TEL AVIV prior to the transfer of operations to Haifa on the 15th
(the 1st "post Mandate" CSA flight of 5 May carried no official mail on its outbound journey); slit open at top.
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2) Minhelet Haam-Interim period
LOT# A1111

STARTING PRICE : $5000

POSTAL HISTORY GOLD (2x DISCOVERIES) - prepaid Taxi mail as 1st day Minhelet Haam interim post at Haifa Head Post Office, with
Mandate machine cancel: 6 MAY 1948 postmarked commerical cover from HAIFA to Dr. Oskar Jehoshua Gruenbaum at 101 Yehuda HeLevy
Street in TEL AVIV "via Taxi Kesher", franked 10m per period letter rate using interim frank on first day of use at the HPO & tied by Mandateera machine cancel, used at this time at the Head Post Office.
The use of an interim frank on this cover confirms that contrary to what the specialist literature has published (since Ernst Fluri in 1973 p.58),the
Haifa HPO indeed came under the control of the interim administration on 6 May 1948 and not 10 May as has been written.
Of special note is the address openly indicating transport service via Taxi Kesher: this taxi company was located at 33 Rothschild Street
(between Allenby & Yavne) in Tel Aviv; had the cover been addressed to them as a "care-of" address this is what the sender would have written.
Here, however he wrote the addresee's own addressand indicated with the shorthand "./." that the taxi company itself would be carrying
the letter - and he wrote this openly, even though the transport of letters by private means during the Mandate & Israel was illegal until the 1950s
and taxi drivers caught carrying such mail were heavily fined.
Here this cataloguer proposes the following groundbreaking interpretation/theory (published on our website blog), supported by primary
resources: in this period there were constraints on the service of the Haifa HPO owing to the security situation between Jews and Arabs in the city
and the security situation broadly affecting transport. Based on observed examples of Nahariya emergency mail being postmarked in Tel Aviv rather
than at Haifa, from mid-late April 1948, and press reports refering to the use of external companies to transport mail - especially one from 7 May
1948 referencing Taxi Kesher in Haifa managing mail services out from its office - this cataloguer suggests that Taxi Kesher was being
legally contracted to transport mail, here being openly referenced by the sender as the method of transit. Owing to space constraints in this pdf
catalogue the full, larger lot description is on our website, accessible by clicking here on this text area.
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LOT# A1112

STARTING PRICE : $2000

TAXI MAIL groundbreaker: undated 10-14 May period 1948 interim commercial cover on Haaretz newspaper imprinted postal stationary, return addressed to
Haaretz in TEL AVIV and sent to the newspaper's post office box address in HAIFA - and postmarked in Haifa at the head post office; franked 30m using 3x 10m
interim stamps (likely for 10m base letter rate + 3x 6m additional weight, with 2m overpaid) & tied by 2x strikes of the HPO's interim postmark (in use between 10-14 May
).
The cover has the outward appearance of couriered mail but this cataloguer's evaluation is that it was likely taken in a mail sack by taxi from the Tel Aviv
head post office and processed directly at the Haifa HPO: lengthy research conducted by this cataloguer (and published on the JerusalemStamps site blog) shows that in
the period of mid-April to mid-May 1948 the Haifa HPO suffered from staff shortages and very limited mail processing abilities; several pieces of mail received at the Haifa
HPO but addressed to Tel Aviv or other areas in the southern half of the country (including Jerusalem) are cancelled by the Tel Aviv sorting office and not by the Haifa HPO;
the "Taxi Kesher" company had close mail transport links with the Haifa HPO and one cover shows it used as a routing endorsement on Tel Aviv addressed mail.
Here, the evaluation is that this cover, sent by the newspaper from its head office to its Haifa branch - but posted in Haifa - wastaken on a return journey of a taxi
mail consignment from Tel Aviv to Haifa, and similar to the cited mail above, here transferred in a sack for the Haifa HPO to process.
Around this time there were serious transport impediments on the Tel Aviv-Haifa road, and though opened for traffic on 5 May, Taxi Kesher appears to have continued
transporting mail until sometime mid-month. As such, it's highly unlikely that this cover was privately couriered one-off to Haifa and then posted there (rather than being
delivered directly); it also lacks the folds and creases ordinarily observed on couriered mail - and no examples of couriered mail (indeed as a phenomenon) between Tel
Aviv and Haifa have been observed by the cataloguer for this period. Opened gently at back.
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LOT# A1113

STARTING PRICE : $120

Late Mandate "Tohuwabohu" franked mail: 7 MAY 1948 postmarked cover , sent from HAIFA to TEL AVIV & franked 10m for the domestic letter postage rate using
a Mandate 10m pictorial overprinted with "PAL.CHAOS GOVT." in English & the equivalent (unabbreviated) in Hebrew below - a 5th and rare type of this "government
tohuvabuhu" type stamps. As per the double ring cancel, the cover was posted in person at the Haifa head post office : at this time, as of 6 May the HPO was under
the interim postal administration but lacked an interim postmark/cancelling device until the 10th; Mandate franks were no longer sold over the counter and for this special
stamp to be used it was applied by the sender.
These stamps are documented by Siegfried Adler as having been prepared in early April 1948 by Dr. Zipser of Haifa, a member of the philatelic 'Haifa Study Circle', as a
type of protest stamp against the seeming chaos create/left behind by the Mandate Government winding itself down; in all320 stamps were overprinted in 6
documented styles, of which 132 were used (ref: "The Tohuwabohu Stamps" in Israel Philatelist 1987 vol 38 issue 5-6 p.7). Ironically on 22 April the Association of
Stamp Clubs in Eretz Israel issued a denunciation of privately manufactured stamps "which have appeared recently" and without the agreement of the "institutions"
involved in the subject, saying the act would "cause damage to philately in the country" (in "Al HaMishmar" newspaper of 22 Apr 1948 p.3).

LOT# A1114

STARTING PRICE : $50

1948 interim Israel era dateless postal card with family correspondence sent locally in TEL AVIV & franked 10m with interim
stamp for the period 7m inland postcard rate + tied by the local interim postmark;rare as a genuinely used interim period
postcard
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LOT# A1115

STARTING PRICE : $150

Rare & discovery Herzl interim franks on cover: undated registered cover from HERZLIYA to TEL AVIV, franked 26m (10m base letter rate + 15m registry fee,1m
overpaid) using 10m blue with 1946 Jewish State overprint (Ba #8) + 10m violet with red DOAR overprint (Ba #7c) + tete-beche pair of 5m green (Ba #5) + Ba #5 single
- where Ba #8 and #7c are overprinted in blue - this undocumented; tied by multiple strikes of the local interim postmark + 2x strikes of the 5 May frozen-dated
TEL AVIV sorting office canceller on back; unsealed.
Of philatelic origin but passed through the mails: the addressee Efraim Yissacharov is well known for his genuinely prepared and postally handled philatelically inspired
covers, some of which sell for thousands of dollars. Here, although he used as yet undocumented interim stamps (unlisted with blue overprint in Bale, Aloni, Kaplov,
Rochlin, Fluri & Forscher) these are not recorded or suspected as fakes, and the registry label used (#3628) conforms to the series numbers used during the interim period
.

LOT# A1116

STARTING PRICE : $300

1948 interim Israel heavy weight cover: undated interim era large sized registered cover , sent locally within TEL AVIV
(return address is that of the Nordau Hotel), franked 68m per period rate (15m registration fee + 10m initial 30g letter fee +
42m for 7x 30g additional weight, with 1m overpaid) using 3x stamp blocks (Ba #9/11-12) & tied by 3x strikes on front + 2x on
back of the local interim postmark in violet. Very rare heavy weight mail in this period (6-14 May 1948).
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LOT# A1117

STARTING PRICE : $800

NAHARAYIM 1948: interim period rare commercial printed matter cover sent from Kupat Holim (HMO) in TEL AVIV to
branch in NAHARAYIM via KINNERET Post Office, franked 3m (Ba #3) per period rate & unsealed per printed matter regulations.
Exceptionally rare postal history as the tiny hydroelectic-station locale, on the Palestine/Israel-Jordan border, was largely
evacuated on 12 April and attacked briefly between 27-29 April by the Jordanian Arab Legion and thenattacked again on 15
May whereupon it was conquered by Jordan . Of interest is the blotting out of the routing notation via KINNERET
(directly north of the locale), which itself was attacked on the 15th, suggesting that the route was unsafe for mail transit sometime
after its posting (6-14 May 1948) and so likely transported via EIN HAROD-BEIT HASHITTA south of the locale. Rare postal
history, essentially limited just to the narrow week of 6-14 May.
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LOT# A1118

STARTING PRICE : $2500

RARE postal history documentation on 1948 interim Israel postal card sent with Piker family correspondence from Shlomo at the small locale of
Kibbutz GIVAT HAIM to Nechama at Mekor Baruch neighborhood of JERUSALEM, franked 8m per period 7m rate using interim stamps (including
Ba #1e with red overprint) & tied by single strike of the local postmark; with personal message written by a religious person (based on various
idioms used), dated "Be Ezrat HaShem" 1 Iyar (10 May 1948) - rare as a genuine interim period postcard & more so as addressed to
JERUSALEM which was then under complete siege: at this time no mail could reach Jerusalem by standard means, and lacking any markings or
signs of having been couriered by land or air, this cover was held in TEL AVIV until the dispatch of either the first or second convoy to
Jerusalem on 18/21 June - likely the 2nd convoy as HLPH #4 p.166 illustrates a similar 16 May dated cover (from Tel Aviv) with a Jerusalem 22 June
receipt postmark. As not a registered mail item it was not backstamped on arrival, but definitely transmitted by convoy.
Incoming convoy mail into Jerusalem is very rare, described in JSPS p.188 as being "only a handful of such letters [which have] survived to
date, therefore they are very rare ", and although per JSPS (ibid) "All of the examples [of incoming convoy mail] recorded to date are from Tel
Aviv", a small number of Jerusalem addressed period covers from outside Tel Aviv have surfaced since JSPS was published in 2004.
Of particular interest is the message stating "Thank G-d may we live that our Jerusalem Post Office already produced for me a letter
from you": the reference must be to a letter predating the interim service in the city with its special local stamps, which in any case only began on
the 9th (the day before this message), but received very recently - probably a reference to the latest known transport of mail out of
besieged Jerusalem (to Haifa) on 27 April, an extraordinary documentation here. As per press reports from the time, the siege appears to
have been intermittent and not hermetic: as such, mail to/from Jerusalem continued to be accepted at the post offices with the expectation this its
onward transmission would soon be possible. Slit open at top.
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LOT# A1119

STARTING PRICE : $1500

1948 interim Israel era LATE FEE cover: undated local HAIFA commercial cover to texile company at MOUNT CARMEL, sent from the HEAD POST
OFFICE & franked 12m per period letter rate (10m per 30g weight or part thereof) + 2m LATE FEE, using interim stamps 2x 5m + 1x 2m and tied
by 2x strikes of the interim HPO split ovals canceller - a rare combination as this interim cancel device was instituted late, andonly in use
between 10-14 May.
Mailed unsealed but this is not considered by this evaluator as a sign that the postage was quadruple the 3m 50g printed matter rate: a) the cover
was not marked "printed matter", b) there is no physical bulging or creasing signs that 200g of printed matter were stuffed into the envelope (A4
paper weighs 5g => 40 pages equals 200g), c) the stamps used imply that the 2m franking was a separate postage rate paid (i.e. rather than 4x
3m stamps used, etc), d) specifically as sent from the HPO, the only post office in Haifa where the late fee service was possible (for
submission within 5 minutes of the dispatch time).
Very rare postage rate, possibly unique in this interim period as possible in only two cities but only in Haifa can this be proven : the
rare split ovals postmarks serve as a "proving postmark" that the cover was indeed sent from the Haifa HPO: in Jerusalem the HPO was under
British control until 14 May (i.e. the last day of the interim post & no Minhelet Haam postmark was used there) and so no interim late fee could have
been charged in that city & in Tel Aviv the HPO used a generic Minhelet Haam canceller identical to the others distributed to other post offices in the
city, so it's virtually impossible to confirm the validity of a late fee cover originating in Tel Aviv. Ben-Arieh certificate enclosed.
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LOT# A1120

STARTING PRICE : $120

UNIQUE small locale mail: undated 1948 interim Israel era commercial cover to lawyer in TEL AVIV from Yaakov Musli in
HAIFA, return addressed "Musli Neighborhood" (Shechunat Musli); franked 20m for letter rate + additional weight (10m + 6m,
4m overpaid) using 2x Ramat Gan 25th anniversary stamps (Ba #26) tied by single strike of deformed interim cancel, possibly
Hadar HaCarmel (based on the style of the deformity) in the late interim period (i.e. May 10-14 1948). Opened gently at back.
Musli (1885-1960) was a skilled mechanical engineer with many accomplishments to his name, including being a founder of the
Hejaz railway and the water company in Haifa; inventor of numerous engineering patents and chairman of the "Mount Carmel
committee" within whose framework he built houses in a special cross-shaped manner to maximize their space and suit them to
their ecological surroundings - this became known as the "Musli neighborhood" in his time, and is today known as
"Shoshanat HaCarmel" street. Here a unique postal history item bearing his name and the neighborhood named after
him.
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LOT# A1121

STARTING PRICE : $800

DISCOVERY: HAIFA transit mark on Rosh Pinna interim cancelled small locale mail: undated registered cover from TEL
AVIV to KVUTZAT HULIOT (Kibbutz Sde Nehemia) via ROSH PINNA POST, franked 30m for 15m registry + 10m letter rate +
6m additional weight here underpaid 1m without sanction, using interim stamps; backstamped 12 MAY 1948 HAIFA
REGISTERED transit with late usage of Mandate postal marks during the interim period at Head Post Office & ROSH PINNA
arrival as full strike of rare interim postmark; slit open at top.
The landmark discovery here is seeing an indication of the operation of the Haifa sorting office whose activities were
very limited at this time, by way of a transit mark: on mail handled by the Haifa HPO from about 16 April there are almost no cases
of mail marked by the single-circle postmark of the sorting office;from about 10 May (until the 14th) there are virtually no
Mandate postal markings on mail handled by the HPO - so here very rare. Almost all other mail seen in this period (10-14
May) with Mandate postal marks on HPO processed covers is philatelic or forged.
The destination locale was founded in 1940, numbering 30 residents in 1941, and renamed Sde Nehemia already in 1944. Very
fine strikes of postmarks. Estimated value of Rosh Pinna postmark alone, per Aloni $2000+ ($1000+ per Bale).
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3) Interim Period Foreign Postal Links
LOT# A1122

STARTING PRICE : $1500

Last incoming air mail during Minhelet Haam interim period - Independence Day arrival: 5 MAY 1948 postmarked registered
airmail cover sent from ARAD Romania to PARDESS HANNA, franked 78 Lei + 1 Lei airmail tax (6 Lei franking detached & missing
from the back) & tied by 3x strikes of the local postmark on front/back; backstamped 7 May BUCHAREST AIRMAIL transit &14
MAY PARDESS HANNA arrival using Mandate single-circle canceller (Dorf-2) as a datestamp rather than the undated Minhelet
Haam postmark.
This cover was carried by a special unscheduled Czechoslovakian CSA Airlines flight of the pre-State period , which
arrived at Sde Dov TEL AVIV airport on May 13th, and was delivered on the day Israel declared independence (mail on the final
pre-State CSA flight of 14 May is observed backstamped 16 May, during the Israeli postal administration).
In the Interim period there were a total of4x airmail flights, all by CSA, between 5-14 May, of which this flight was the 1st of 2
unscheduled "special" flights - from which no mail has been observed at least in the last decade; here the last airmail to
be fully processed and delivered during the interim postal administration. Slit open at top.
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4) 1947-1949 War of Independence related mail
LOT# A1123

STARTING PRICE : $100

1948 War of Independence mail in besieged JERUSALEM: 7 MAY 1948 postmarked stampless cover sent from the City
Commander (the civilian Dov Yosef) to the Commander of the Hagana field companies (Shlomo Shamir), bearing the circular
cacher of the City Commander on the front and dated posting/registry handstamp on the back. The cover does not bear the
Jerusalem "signals corps" M-K circular handstamp as this is not inter-unit military mail. Slit open at top.

LOT# A1124

STARTING PRICE : $250

1948-49 War "Destinaire Parti" Arab mail: April 1948 era surface mailed cover sent from ALEXANDRIA Egypt to Arab correspondent in JAFFA, franked 22m per
period postage rate & tied by 2x strikes of the local postmark on front + backstamp (unclear, may be CAIRO); JAFFA was under siege by Jewish forces from 25 April
(surrendering on 13 May) - the cover couldn't be routed to the head post office in that city and was instead routed to the HPO in TEL AVIV, where the violet 2-lined cachet
"RETURNED TO SENDER | NO SERVICE" instructional marking (Kibble type F-III) was applied on the front + 2x strikes of the Mandate'srare "DESTINAIRE PARTI" IM in
violet (type T-I), on front.
From 25 April there was neither air mail nor surface mail with Palestine's neighbors and the cover remained at the Tel Aviv HPO unti the establishment of Israel (15 May):
here the cover was further censored by the Israeli military (cachet on front) and stamped at back by the rare violetIsraeli no-service marking in French "Pas de
Service Via Israel" (type T-I) ; slit open at top (not by the censor, as not resealed) but likely undelivered. Jaffa was a military zone with a military governorship until July
1949. Rare type of mail, especially with both types of no-service markings of which Kibble estimates fewer than 20 covers with either type exist.
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LOT# A1125

STARTING PRICE : $120

1948-49 War Arab POW mail: undated stampless cover addressed in Arabic to a prisoner of war referencing his name and
prisoner number; sent unsealed & tied on back by the Iraqi Army negative censor cachet , whose expeditionary force operated
in area of Qalqilya-Tulkarem-Nablus-Jenin between 15 May 1948 & April 1949; front-stamped by the Red Cross GENEVA circular
cachet + Israeli base censor oval handstamp; routed to central Israeli POW camp #791 (at IJLIL near Herzliya) but the solder was
not found there; cover presumably returned to the Red Cross; vertical fold.
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5) 14-16 May 1948 1st Day Israel Mail
LOT# A1126

STARTING PRICE : $1200

TRUE 1st Day ISRAEL mail - 15 MAY 1948 cover with *interim* postmarks: cover sent from the AHUZAT SAMUEL town agency to addressee at Kibbutz GAATON,
franked 33m using interim stamps; as the stamps are decoratively affixed around the sides of the cover this was probably done by the sender and not the clerk, and the
franking was probably for additional weight registered mail (10m + 15m + 6m; 31m total with 2m overpaid) - althoughthis service was not available at Ahuzat
Samuel during the interim period ; tied by 2 strikes of the now "reintroduced" Mandate AHUZAT SAMUEL HAIFA postmark (GD-117; no interim canceller was used here,
only the Mandate device) dated 15 MAY 48 - here Saturday night/Jewish start of Sunday (after Shabbat), the 1st official day of Israel's independence. As Ernst Fluri (p.44)
observes: "It had no registry labels. This little agency... kept irregular hours due to the patriotism of its manager and her desire to help people."Very Rare "first day"
Israel mail predating the first official day of the Israeli postal administration, on the 16th. Of four such genuine covers known to this cataloguer this is the
only one addressed domestically to another locale; 2x others are addressed inside Haifa, and 1x abroad to the UK.
As observed on other such covers postmarked this night, this cover was subsequently tied by a few more strikes of an interm canceller on the front + once on the
back (as customary on a registered letter), apparently as Ahuzat Samuel had not cancelled all of the stamps:this canceller belongs to the MOUNT CARMEL branch
office, and this cover - as the others - was routed there for onward transmission. Ahuzat Samuel was classified as a "Town Agency" post office, which meant it didn't have
to provide mail delivery services and so it transferred its mail to the branch office. Only 2 more post offices are definitely known to have operated on the 15th - PARDESS
HANNA and SAFED.
The significance of interim cancels on this mail is that it was technicallyused against regulations, which required their withdrawal at the end of work on Friday
the 14th, yet managed to be applied in the brief time before morning Sunday the 16th , prior to the introduction of the new Israeli trilingual (which the Mount
Carmel post office received that day), so very rare use of interim cancel during the Israeli postal administration period & probably the only location where this could occur
(Ahuzat Samuel only had a Mandate cancel device and continued to use it until 31 July; at Pardess Hanna the old Mandate cancel device was reintroduced until 30 June and this is observed on 15 May postmarked mail; and at Safed the existing locally made date-bridge interim device continued to be used until 19 May). Of note, most
sources write that Gaaton was founded in 1948, but this is incorrect - it was founded on 4 Nov. 1941.
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9) Besieged Jerusalem (20 April-20 June)
LOT# A1127

STARTING PRICE : $5000

Small cover, BIG DISCOVERY: the last known transport of Mandate mail OUT of besieged JERUSALEM - to besieged JAFFA: 24 April
1948 postmarked miniature business-card sized cover with enclosed message of condolences on business card, all in Arabic, from lawyer
Johannes Merguerian in JERUSALEM to Magistrates Court judge Daoud Abu-Ghazaleh in JAFFO, franked 10 mils per domestic letter rate using
Pictorials single & tied by single strike of the Head Post Office double-ring date cancel (2 days before the last known date of mail posted in the city,
on the 26th).
Between this posting date and the 27th, when the head post office ceased processing mail, this cover was transported north - and not west, to
Tel Aviv - to HAIFA where it was stamped by the Haifian deformed and black-inked Mandate-era RETURN TO SENDER | NO SERVICE instructional
handstamp (Kibble Type F-I; a smaller clearer type in violet was used in Tel Aviv - none existed in Jerusalem).
Owing to space constraints in this pdf catalogue, this is a shortened lot description, the full text of which is accessible online by clicking on the text
here: based on research by the cataloguer, outbound mail at the Jerusalem HPO (GPO) accumulated from at least 20 April until a documented
dispatch to HAIFA on the 27th - this is the last known outbound dispatch of mail from Jerusalem. On that date Jewish forces began their siege of
JAFFA, as such this cover was intended to be transmitted from Haifa southwards but this was delayed by the military operation, ending 13 May. By
that time the addressed courthouse was the military headquarters of the underground Etzel movement: the cover could not be delivered; it was
censored in TEL AVIV but marked there "no service" as it could not be transmitted further. Rare mail between 2 besieged locales.
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LOT# A1128

STARTING PRICE : $6000

SHOWSTOPPER - Latest Known Mandate Mail FROM BESIEGED JERUSALEM : [Wednesday] 5 MAY 1948 office-dated Mandate Governmental mail on Palestine
Posts, Telegraphs & Telephones PT.750 postal stationary cover, sent from the P&T Accounts Branch to a business in GOTHENBURG Sweden; franked 60m using a block
of 4x 5m + a block of 4x 10m pictorial stamps - uncancelled & backstamped with undocumented departmental office handstamp "ACCOUNTS BRANCH | POSTS &
TELEGRAPHS | JERUSALEM | 5 MAY 48" ; slit open at top, vertically folded.
The is the latest-dated known postal item from the Jerusalem Head Post Office (General Post Office - GPO) which was generally believed to have ceased all
operations around 29 April (eg. JSPS p.38) - also the latest possible postal item as this was the last official day of the Mandate postal service in Palestine. Public
postal services at the GPO ended around Monday April 26th; the last documented dispatch of mail out of besieged Jerusalem was an accumulation of mail, sent north to
Haifa on April 27th. With the public counters closed and the postmark/cancellation devices decomissioned, this cover was prepared for dispatch but could not be formally
postmarked (or transmitted): the postage paid is for surface mail (20m) and as the franking is in two separate sums of 20m + 40m - in the absense of an endorsement
that this is "express" mail (40m fee) - the additional postage is for 3x additional 20g weight (3 x 13m, with 1m overpaid); quadruple surface rate.
With the subsequent transfer of the postal service to the Jewish interim administration, the Minhelet Haam, the following day on May 6th - especially asofficial mail - this
cover and any other such mail from this period, was accumulated, removed from the posts, and transported out of the city likely along with the city's last
press cables as documented transported to HAIFA on Thursday, May 13th or with the last Mandate officials flown out from Kalandia airport to HAIFA airport on the
14th (an aerial evacuation recorded on 10 May pertains to civilians only).
At Haifa there was an ongoing sea evacuation of British military personnel (into the summer) andthe last Government staff left with the High Commissioner on the
ship HMS Euryalus after midnight on Saturday May 15th. Upon arrival in the UK this cover was transferred to surface shipment from LONDON : as per UPU
regulations foreign postal administrations are not supposed to obliterate uncancelled stamps using their own postmarks (ref. UPU conventions 1929 and onward); if the
stamps had been noticed uncancelled they were to be marked off by the office which noticed them but as these remain clean they passed through the posts unnoticed
and uncancelled - and the cover may have remained sealed in a bag all the way from Palestine.
A monumental piece of postal history documenting Mandate mail from Jerusalem from the very last day of the Mandate postal service , well beyond the
time when it could service the public - and prepared & transported out during the siege of Jerusalem, on the last known date of any documented organized
transport out of the city. Ben-Arieh certification enclosed.
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LOT# A1129

STARTING PRICE : $1500

Besieged Jerusalem settlements - NEVE ILAN, couriered TO Jerusalem: undated 1948 interim era cover addressed to TEL AVIV andreturn
addressed to P.O.Box of moshav NEVE ILAN in JERUSALEM, franked 10m per period inland letter postage rate using a Mandate pictorial & tied
by an interim JERUSALEM dateless postmark, indicating a posting period of 9-14 May (Jerusalem postal services in the interim only resumed on
9 May, after ceasing around 26 April) from one of the 3 operating branch offices in the city. The clear strike of the postmark suggests an early
posting period of 9-10 May, before the rubber devices began displaying signature deformities from heavy use. The Mandate stamps were not sold
over the counter and local interim franks were sold instead: the stamp here may have been affixed by the sender prior to dispatch.
Neve Ilan is a rare postal address in this period, and the settlement is in the middle of the area of better known locales of Hulda
and Latrun, on the western approaches, and Ma'aleh HaChamisha, Kiryat Anavim and Abu Gosh towards the east nearer Jerusalem all of which were besieged and isolated from Jerusalem and Tel Aviv at this time.
From 8 May Neve Ilan was a staging point for Palmach forces attacking the village of Saris in support of "Operation Maccabi" to lift the siege on
Jerusalem from the east, from Hulda (8-18 May 1948). Here a rare instance of mail being couriered EAST - TO Jerusalem - rather than West
, to its destination in Tel Aviv, like other similar covers from the neighboring settlements in this period; as such couriered from one besieged
locale to another, and ultimately transported to TEL AVIV by the 1st convoy of 18 June, which carried mail that had been posted up to 12 May (not
backstamped as not registered mail). Opened roughtly at back, complete.
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LOT# A1130

STARTING PRICE : $100

Unflown Jewish Agency mail via 1st day convoy: cover from JERUSALEM (return addressed Jewish Agency, P.O.Box 92) to TEL AVIV,
postmarked 9 May on 1st day of interim postal service in the city using local interim black canceller tied to 10m locals I stamp on 1st day of use;
opened gently at back, light tears to backflap. Scarce mail as not registered mail, like much of the convoy mail; here carried on the 1st convoy of
18 June which carried accumulated mail in besieged Jerusalem postmarked between 9-12 May.
Here noteworthy postal history as mail from the Jewish Agency , which as the pre-State government, was eligible to have its mail flown by
the army out of the besieged city - here an important proving document that not all its mail was necessarily flown (i.e not all mail return
addressed to it/it's post office box automatically means that the mail was flown, as is sometimes believed).

LOT# A1131

STARTING PRICE : $250

1948 War of Independence stampless mail within besieged Jerusalem: undated cover sent to Dr. Yaakov Luncz at Harris House in theRatisbonne Monastery
area of Jerusalem, tied by circular cachet of military censor Yud #7; return addressed cryptically "POB Jerusalem" (possibly 'Post Office Building').
Not endorsed as "active service" or "official mail", nevertheless the cover passed through the mails unsanctioned : likely not military mail as not marked by the Misrad
Kesher double ring cachet known used on mail in the area at this time. More plausible, especially as lacking a departmental handstamp, the cover was sent by an official
body like the Jewish Agency, located nearby and as an official body it was sent without postage.
Harris House was located in the Neve Bezalel section of the Rechavia neighborhood within which were government offices and military installations (the IDF being
established at the Gymnasia Rechavia on 1 June 1948) - as a probably restricted compound area, this likely the reason for the mail being censored.Undocumented type
of mail in both Glassman (1978) and JSPS (2004); likely from the period May-July 1948 based on the censor mark type.
Luncz was the son of Abraham Moses Luncz, a Russian-born scholar and printing press owner in Jerusalem; Yaakov Luncz trained as a doctor and in later years engaged in
writing and linguistics.
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10) Besieged locales: Other Locales
LOT# A1132

STARTING PRICE : $500

War of Independence era mail between 2 besieged locales: undated cover from sender at BE'EROT YITZHAK (per return address) in the
besieged Negev to addressee in besieged JERUSALEM; as per the interim 10m frank (for the period letter rate) and theinterim TEL AVIV
cancel, we can infer that the cover was sent before the end of the interim period (15 May 1948), but it's unclear when at the earliest it was sent
from Beerot Yitzhak (if pre-franked then from at least 2 May with the start of the interim Minhelet Haam administration; if unfranked possibly before
then). At this time, from 29 Nov. 1947 to 11 June 1948, the Negev was under semi-siege with access to and from settlements therein being
limited by enemy military attacks: in the period April-May there were organized supply convoys to the region as well as occasional Army flights to
the settlements, and although mail was carried by both road and air (mostly by road), in the absence of special markings it's not possible to
distinguish between them.
In any case, since their establishments a few years earlier, the Negev settlements never enjoyed proper mail service by the Mandate authorities and
so mail service had always been improvised and courier to/from larger towns and the settlements used Post Office Boxes in Tel Aviv to receive their
mail, as here P.O.Box 342 (at Allenby Road post office). As such, this cover was likely couriered to TEL AVIV either privately or via one of the
convoys: the cover may have been pre-franked or franked at Tel Aviv (notice the ironic use of the "Negev" pipeline stamp) before being cancelled
and received for dispatch.
Here the intended destination was JERUSALEM, under full land siege since 20 April: period mail to Jerusalem is extremely rare, especially if it
originated outside Tel Aviv (per JSPS p.188); barring rare Army air transport at this time to Jerusalem,this cover was likely transported on one
of the 2 convoys that reached the city in mid-June 1948 (and such mail in this direction is documented). Torn open at left, small piece missing
at top left; two horizontal folds at base.
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11) Post-Siege Interim Jerusalem (after 20 June)
LOT# A1133

STARTING PRICE : $250

Jerusalem - the Large interim canceller of Mea Shearim applied to undated Doar Ivri franked cover, sent from JERUSALEM
to TEL AVIV, bearing 15m postage for base letter rate (10m) + extra weight (6m) here underfranked 1m; of note the 5m single is
rouletted. Based on the deformities of the postmark, the cover probably dates to late-July 1948 (see JSPS p.276 for an example).
Here a discovery: this type of postmark (per JSPS the 3rd interim type from Mea Shearim) was believed used only on express
and registered mail - here seen used on a regular letter. This interim postmark with used until 6 Aug. 1948 when replaced by
the Israeli trilingual. Slit open at top.
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13) Service Suspended Mail (by belligerents)
LOT# A1134

STARTING PRICE : $1500

1948-49 War era postal boycott air mail to Israel via Iran - discovery piece: 9 JULY 1949 airmail commercial cover on business stationary from COPENHAGEN
Denmark to HAIFA "Israel", franked 1.40Kr per period postage rate plus extra weight (per pencil notation on front extra 50 ore for 8g additional weight - hence 'orphaned'
stamp below the rest tied by handstamp postmark) & tied by local machine cancel;front-stamped 12 (or 18) VII 49 TEHRAN transit & subsequently marked by the
rare Syrian 3-line French-language instructional marking handstamp "RETOUR A L'ORIGINE | COMMUNICATION AVEC PALESTINE | INTERROMPUES" (Return to
Origin | Communication with Palestine | Interrupted) Kibble Type-I, applied in DAMASCUS sometime just after 12/18 July; a blue crayon arrow was added, pointing to the
Danish stamps indicating "return to sender" (at the preprinted address on the front).
As per the markings the cover was carried by SAS (Scandinavian Airline System) on its eastern route from COPENHAGEN to TEHRAN; although SAS had a direct service
from TEHRAN to DAMASCUS the transit stamp (rare on non-registered mail) indicates the mail bag was opened: the leg to DAMASCUS could have been taken by SAS
(which until at least mid-April 1948 had serviced Lydda directly from Tehran) orIranian Airways (which had in the past flown directly to Lydda, as a subsidiary of TWA).It
does not appear that the cover was misrouted: SAS had a more direct route to Cairo from Copenhagen (i.e. to reach Jordanian-Palestine), but the mail dispatch
appears to be an attempt to circumvent Cairo in order to reach Israel. Nevertheless at this timeSAS did not have direct or even indirect connections from Europe
to Israel and it appears that the cover was dispatched haphazardly , depending on improvised transit by local Arab airlines to complete the transmission
.
The cover was subsequently resent on 22-8-1949 per postmark on front - without additional postage, as not required by the UPU for such returned mail; at this stage
the Syrian IM was probably struck out by the red crayon - and the cover was routed such that it reached Israel, where it was opened & resealed by the Israeli military
censor in Haifa, Chet 1016 & stamped approved by Chet 17.
A remarkable cover: until now, per Daryl Kibble's research the Syrian instructional marking wasin use only from January-March 1949; less than 5 such covers are
known to him - 4x to Jerusalem & 1x to Tel Aviv, none from Denmark and only one with Beirut routing (probably via Lebanese Middle East Airlines). At this time, Syrian
Airways had ceased operation since 1948 (until 1951) owing to financial problems but an air link between AMMAN and KALANDIA (north of Jerusalem - the closest possible
location to Israel) had just been inaugurated on 26 June and this cover could have been forwarded to Jordan - as the final transit point - for sorting, as was normally done.
Nevertheless the cover was not transmitted onward - as such, here the IM was in use as late as July 1949 (about 4 months after the War; wartime hostilities ended on
10 March and an armistice with Syria was signed 20 July) andemployed as a refusal of service marking making this the earliest known & documented instance
of handstamp-marked Arab postal boycott mail (BAPIP Bulletin #54 p.16-17 reports a 26-05-1949 postmarked cover with a Jordanian "Pas de Communication" refusal
of service handstamp - but this was not seen or photographed; the earliest manuscript-marked refusal of service is from Iraq, dated 11 June 1949, Kibble p.166).
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15) Emergency Postal Services & Foreign links
LOT# A1135

STARTING PRICE : $300

Couriered US Official mail as early-dated no-service German mail: 5 APR 1948 postmarked official mail from US War Department central
filing agency in BAD NAUHEIM Germany to TEL AVIV & franked 50pf per period surface rate. Surface mail from Germany to Palestine was routed via
the UK as she controlled the Mandate, however from 25 March surface mail to Palestine from the UK was suspended and such mail was returned to
sender; surface mail sent by other countries and usually routed via Cairo at this time was seized by the Egyptians, censored and impounded before
being returned months later.
In any case Germany officially suspended surface mail to Palestine on 7 April: herethe cover was refused ongoing transmission already in
Germany (probably around 7 April) & tied by the (now removed) German "Return to Sender" (Zuruck an den Absender) adhesive mimeograph
(Kibble type I, here before his earliest known dates of use), in use only until around 19 April, over the address.
Although Germany renewed surface mail services to Israel on 1 Aug 1948, the cover was subsequently postmarked on 29 Sept at TEL AVIV
#29 and franked 10m per period domestic letter rate, suggesting that it was couriered to Israel and then posted - although per UPU regulations
the additional postage was not necessary as this was suspended service mail. Unusual handling for official mail. Opened gently at back.
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16) Early Foreign Postal Links
LOT# A1136

STARTING PRICE : $500

Official 1st Israeli outbound sea mail + stamp error: 27 MAY 1948 postmarked cover from NETANYA to (West) BERLIN,
franked 20m per the SU-1 postage period surface rate using 5m & 15m Doar Ivri stamps, where the 15m frank's vertical
perforations are inset, indicating this was originally a double-perforated stamp detached along the duplicate perforation; tied by
a reintroduced Mandate NATHANYA canceller.
This cover was transported that same day by the Israeli ship SS Kedma, which departed TEL AVIV with Israel's 1st
dispatch of independent State mail (the SS Marine Carp departed Haifa on the 20th with accumulated interim mail, and the SS
Franconia or Argentina departed Haifa on the 16th with accumulated Mandate/interim mail); the "A" index letter on the cancel may
also indicate a morning dispatch. Torn open at top but not affecting the 15m frank.
An unusual postal link: sea mail with Germany was suspended on 7 April 1948 and renewed from Israel on 1 Aug., nevertheless
Israel continued dispatching mail to countries with whom she had not yet re-established official postal relations (until the postal
service applied administrative restrictions later, in september - see Zvi Halperin, Holy Land Postal History #11, p.555). Very fine
and historical mail.
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17) Interim & Provisional Taxed Mail
LOT# A1137

STARTING PRICE : $150

Late use of interim franking - untaxed: 30 MAY 1948 postmarked commercial cover on HaMeshek HaChaklai business
stationary, from TEL AVIV to RAMOT HASHAVIM, franked 10m per period domestic letter rate but using a now invalid demonetized
Weizmann interim frank (Ba #12) 9 days after its last valid date for use (21 May) - and accepted by the post office (possibly
TLV-2, unclear on postmark), which cancelled it; torn open at left, piece missing.
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1948-1949 Domestic Mail Rates, Routes & Postal Handling
LOT# A1138

STARTING PRICE : $75

Postage rate change GRACE PERIOD: 8 OCT 1948 postmarked civilian cover from JERUSALEM to soldier in the Army (KABA 212 - the Etzioni
Brigade), franked 10m with 1948 Festivals/Flying Scroll stamp per DO-1 rate period inland letter rate, which changed to 15pr on 1 Oct., however a
two-week grace period existed during which, until the 14th mail was still accepted untaxed at the old rate; tied by the JERUSALEM-2 sorting office
postmark; backstamped same day APO 5 (Jerusalem) transit-arrival & army slogan cachet (on 6th day of use) tied to front "Soldier - Change your
foreign name to a Hebrew name" as the army postal service noticed the addressee's non-Israeli surname "Bonventura". Scarce mail type: most
instances of army-related mail in the grace period are printed matter covers.
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LOT# A1139

STARTING PRICE : $600

Doar Ivri as Late Fee on postcard: 4 MAY 1949 postmarked local JERUSALEM picture postcard (national coat of arms for
1st year of Israel's independence) produced by the initiative "Youth for the Settlement of the Outposts", franked 15pr for the DO-2
period 10pr postage rate for inland postcards + 5m LATE FEE for regular mail, using 10m on gray paper + 5m & tied ironically
by head post office slogan cachet of "First Day of the Flag Stamp" (not affixed here); sender's message reads "Compensation for
Dasia with my visit to the post office...". The late fee is rarely encountered, especially on postcards.
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1950-1959 Domestic Mail Rates, Routes & Postal Handling
LOT# A1140

STARTING PRICE : $50

Suspension of the income tax authority's fee mail postal concession: 24 APRIL 1951 postmarked official request form for an audit of
the addressee's reported income for 1950, sent locally in JERUSALEM & franked 5pr per the DO-2 postage rate period printed matter rate, using an
official mail 5pr overprinted "Service Stamp" & tied by a single strike of the JERUSALEM-2 postmark (Nacht #289/27 on its 2nd day of use ), used
at the sorting office per Glassman (p.54). Of note is the imposed postage: per the income tax ordinances of the Mandate and Israel, the income
tax authority enjoyed a free mail postal concession uniquely unpublished in the post office guides.
In Jan-Feb 1951 the press reported that the Transportation Ministry would shortly be imposing postage fees onall mails sent by government
departments to citizens and even on mail between the departments; department heads had to fill out a special form to receive supplied of
Coinage III stamps overprinted "service stamp", and these were reserved for government use only (eg."Haboker" newspaper, 23 Feb 1951, p.8).
According to the postal service ("Haboker" newspaper 5 April 1951 p.2), even during the stampless official mail era the various government
departments had to have their mail usage audited twice a year and pay for the service - only that owing to their suspicion that they were being
overcharged, the solution reached was to issue them specially marked postage stamps, to pay for the service as needed.Here though, for the
period the service stamps were in use (1 Feb. 1951 to 30 June 1952), the income tax department's concession was suspended.
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LOT# A1141

STARTING PRICE : $1200

EXCEPTIONAL 1st Day 15x HEAVY MAIL commercial cover with LATE FEE: local JERUSALEM reused 9 MAY 1951 postmarked cover sent
from the Jerusalem branch of a business (likely the Israeli Association of Hotels, Cafes & Restaurants) at the "Mann & Berman" building (across from
the "Eden" cinema) to a local business Yaakov Bin Nun and Sons at the commercial center; franked 155pr per the DO-2 postage rate period for
15pr base letter rate (30g) + 14x 10pr additional 10g weight (140g; 15x weight with 170g in total) + 5pr regular letter LATE FEE, using
double full tabbed pair of 15pr 1951 Indepdendence stamps (Ba #50) + 2x 40pr marginal singles (Ba #51) on their first day of issue &
15pr 3rd coinage single (Ba #44) & 5pr 2nd coinage single stamp (Ba #22)previously pre-cancelled in 1950 but unused as cover unsent here
serving as as the postage for the late fee - all stamps including the 5pr single now tied by the JERUSALEM-7 postmark (Nacht #289/32 tye
C1, near its first day of use on 23 April), which was used at the public counter of the Main Post Office and specifically for late acceptance of mail (per
Glassman p.57).
Had the 5pr stamp not been intended for this dispatch it would either have been a) removed, b) obliterated, or c) franked-over by the 40pr single
rather than that single partially obstructing the address. The cover was stamped with the special hexigonal "First Day" cachet at the
counter.
Rare combination of rates on 1st day mail; the 1951 Independence issue was on sale for only 5 months and is hard to find fully tabbed on
mail. The 5pr late fee (and 30pr for registered mail) was first published on 29 Sept. 1948 (going into effect 1 Oct.) as a "fee for late deposit of mail"
and again on 23 Aug. 1951 as a "deposit of mail articles after regular hours".
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LOT# A1142

STARTING PRICE : $400

SHOWPIECE MIXED POSTAGE PERIOD RATES applied (early) to 30 MARCH 1952 postmarked registered airmail cover
sent from EMEK HAYARDEN to AGEN France, franked 105pr: all postage rates changed on 1 April, affecting domestic, air and
surface mails; air mail rates to Europe rose from 45pr to 110pr (FA-3 and FA-3a rate periods) and registry feesrose from 40pr
to 60pr (DO-3 and DO3a rate periods) - here the cover was charged the existing 45pr airmail rate but very oddly the clerk
applied the new registry rate of 60pr two days early(!) (The 20pr overpayment cannot otherwise be ascribed to a late fee
payment as the rate for a registered letter was 30pr since Sept. 1948 and on through Aug. 1951; the new April rates did not
change the late fees.) Backstamped local dispatch, same day TIBERIAS transit, next day HAIFA transit + censor mark on front & 3
APRIL arrival. Nicely documented, remarkable postal history.
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1960-1969 Rates, Routes & Postal Handling
LOT# A1143

STARTING PRICE : $50

Unusual Israeli mail mailed without postage: 14 APRIL 1966 commercial cover on bank "registered mail" postal stationary,
sent from EILAT to insurance company in TEL AVIV - but posted stampless & tied by machine cancel; not returned and
apparently delivered; slit open at top.
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1980-1989 Rates, Routes & Postal Handling
LOT# A1144

STARTING PRICE : $50

Members of Israel's Knesset/Parliament - Rabbi Meir Kahana (Kach): 16 Jan. 1986 postmarked local JERUSALEM stampless cover toYosef
Burg (Minister of Religious Affairs) on imprinted Knesset postal stationary, tied by Meir Kahana's personal handstamp, boxed cachet of the Knesset
exempting him from postage as an MK + single strike of HaKnesset/Yerushalayim illustrated postmark (Nacht #216/9) in the field. Of note as this
was sent before MK Kahana was uniquely stripped of his postal priviliges on 17 Feb. 1987, becoming the only Member of Knesset forced to pay
for his own postage expenses . Kahana served in the 11th Knesset, from 13 Aug. 1984 to 21 Nov. 1988, before being disqualified to run again,
and lost his postal priviliges almost mid-way through his term.
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Israeli Military mail
LOT# A1145

STARTING PRICE : $800

RARITY: Israeli army double printed matter postage rate on cover cancelled against regulations by the Army post office - 13 MAR 1949
postmarked printed matter cover sent from the Medical Services' physiotherapy department of the army'sRecuperation Home #3 in HAIFA (
cachet on back) to addressee in HAIFA & franked 3 mils using 3m Doar Ivri single.
The cover was dispatched by army post office KABA 475 assigned to the home, andprocessed by Army Post Office APO 4 in HAIFA which cancelled
the stamp against regulations - only civilian post is supposed to cancel frankings; backstamped same day Haifa Head Post Office arrival;
unsealed per printed matter regulations.
Postage paid on 1948-49 Israeli army mail is rare: the rate paid here and printed matter service in general were not published by the Army
in August 1948 when they outlined their postal services to the public, and not documented by Kanner & Spiegel in their pioneering research of the
Israeli Army postal service (BAPIP #35-37, 1961); only letter and registered mail services and rates were published. As the Recuperation Home was
an army hospital the rate here was likely as the Army's concessional letter rate: free of charge for the base weight (50g for printed matter) followed
by postage paid as per the civilian postal rates for additional (50g) weight: here the Army did not raise its postage rates along with the
civilian postal authority on 1 Oct. 1948 (DO-2 postage rate period), and the printed matter charged here reflects the civilian DO-1 rates which were
inherited from the Mandate and interim postal administrations, from 16 May 1948 until the termination of the independent Army Postal Service in
July 1949. A rare rate not yet documented in the literature or observed in use. Another franked non active service & non-institutional cover
(with misinterpreted/misdescribed postage paid) sold at auction for $3700 in Nov. 2015.
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Postmarks & Postal Markings of Jerusalem
LOT# A1146

STARTING PRICE : $800

UNIQUE POSTMARK: RED JERUSALEM Head Post Office postmark dated 11 NOV 1949 tied to locally addressed stampless and
unsealed cover. This is not the red "Paye" postage paid postmark but rather the late-issued unnumbered trilingual type (Nacht
#289/1) which entered used on 4 May 1949, here uniquely used with red ink as a "postage paid" marking to indicate prepayment of printed matter postage, and this is what enabled the cover to pass through the mails without postage and without
sanction.
Israeli postmarks in red ink are very rare and here especially so for its substituted use as a postage paid marking. Here aunique
employment of the regular postmark. The Hebrew and English dates match.
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LOT# A1147

STARTING PRICE : $250

1590 (1950) date error TWICE: JERUSALEM Israeli Vaad HaPoel HaZioni slogan cancel with 27 April 1590 "1950" date
error tied to 55Pr franked express mail cover (15pr letter + 40pr express fee) to TEL AVIV on Pension/hotel postal stationary,
backstamped same day arrival by TEL AVIV-22(?) post office postmark with same "1590" date error!
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Arab-Israeli mail suspensions 1949-1956
LOT# A1148

STARTING PRICE : $250

Lebanese postal boycott of Israel: 31 MAY 1950 air mailed long cover sent from LONDON to Israeli President Chaim
Weizmann's aide de camp Major David Arnon in REHOVOT "Israel", meter franked 6d for the period ½ ounce airmail rate to the
Middle East. The cover was mis-routed: subsequently marked by a boxed "4" cachet (origin unknown), backstamped with aJune
dated BEYROUTH transit-arrival postmark and 2x strikes of the rare Lebanese instructional marking in French "Pas de
relations postales avec Israli" (sic), Kibble Type-1.
The cover was returned to the UK but as thesender had not written a return address, the letter was opened by the Returned
Letter Section in LONDON and the address written on the front; thecover was sealed and backstamped 21 JUNE return-transit.
Very rare: only 4 covers are known to Kibble with the Type-1 no-service marking , with this cover being the latest dated
known mail with that instructional marking; the only observed instance of Arab postal boycott mail with a postal seal
used.
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Arab-Israeli mail suspensions 1967-1973
LOT# A1149

STARTING PRICE : $250

Jordanian post-1967 War "no service" mail to Israel, from Japan: 23 JULY 1968 postmarked surface mailed printed
matter cover on imprinted Bank of Tokyo postal stationary, sent from TOKYO to Claridge Hotel in JERUSALEM "Jordan", meter
franked 25 Yen; backstamped 7 OCT 1968 AMMAN-6 arrival: with locale now held by Israel since June 1967, as of Sept. 1967
Jordan held back all mail destined to former Jordanian territories newly held by Israel, in AMMAN - and released it back to senders
en masse 13 months later (Sept. 1968), after applying an English-language "Return to Sender | Delivery Prevented by Enemy
Occupation of Jordad(sic) Territory" instructional marking K-Type-Va handstamp (on front).
The cover resent without additional postage, per UPU regulations, whereupon arrival a bilingual Hebrew/Arabic Israeli postal
memorandum K-Type-M5 label was applied, indicating delayed delivery & requesting in future that address be written as
"JERUSALEM, Israel" & tied by a 16 NOV 1968 dated illustrated postmark - scarce on this type of mail, here predating Daryl
Kibble's earliest observed date of 18 Nov., and notable also for being a Saturday.
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Israeli Overseas Taxed Mail 1948-1959
LOT# A1150

STARTING PRICE : $120

Couriered mail from Iran - taxed: JAN 1950 era commercial cover on imprinted stationary all in Farsi, from TEHRAN to female
addressee in TEL AVIV, couriered to Israel & deposited unfranked into a post box ; probably due to the unknown and
apparent Arab language the cover was transferred to the censor in Tel Aviv (Tav 1029) which opened and resealed the cover
at back, whereupon the translated address was written in Hebrew on the side, and delivery attempted - at least 3 times based
on the 3x strikes of the Mandate-era English instructional handstamp on back; thecover was taxed twice the deficiency for
the missing postage, 30 Pruta on 12 Feb 1950 at TEL AVIV 2 post office, using the 2nd postage dues series single stamp Ba
#PD10. The circled numbers on the front may be the dates of the attempted delivery. In the event as per manuscript on back, the
cover remained unclaimed as address unknown, and the tax was annulled with the Mandate-era English language CHARGE
NOT COLLECTED | FRESH LABEL REQUIRED. Iran recognized Israel de facto and publicly refused to renew commercial and postal
ties with her in April 1950, citing that this would be 'de jure' recognition of the state, but postal relations were renewed on 9 Jan
1951, about a year after this letter was couriered. Slit open at top, vertical fold.
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Israeli Overseas Taxed Mail 1960+
LOT# A1151

STARTING PRICE : $200

CASH ON DELIVERY postal service applied by sender to ensure air mail service (highlighted) on short paid 31 OCT 1963 airmail
cover from GRENOBLE to HAIFA, endorsed "C.O.D" at base; underfranked at 1Fr & taxed 0.12L in Israel, paid 3-11-63 by the
addressee using 1961 Zodiac Ba210 frank, tied by RED Haifa-38 postmark; backstamped same date Haifa-I machine slogan
cancellation; opened at top. Rare instance of the COD service requested for shortpaid mail.
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1914-1919 WWI era military mail
LOT# A1152

STARTING PRICE : $800

RARE postage free registered mail concession on British WWI military mail: 13 NO 1917 local stampless OHMS
registered cover from Fleet Paymaster ALEXANDRIA to local Anglo Palestine Bank, tied by scarce BAPO Z (ALEXANDRIA)
postmark on front & back + signature-endorsed Fleet Paymaster 3 line unframed cachet in blue (FB-SSE32) 4 months after
Firebrace's last known date of use & 2-lined BASE A.P.O.Z., E.E.F. registry label; backstamped same day ALEXANDRIA receipt
& delivery; large size cover cut down & opened for display.
Rare instance of the free registered mail postage concession in use (unlisted in Firebrace & Proud), without any instruction
markings such as "postage free" or "registered paid" used: the standard rate was 2d (2 pence) and often observed used in
conjunction with pre-paid Registered Entire (RE) envelopes.
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Zionist Memorabilia & Ephemera
LOT# A1153

STARTING PRICE : $75

Israel illustrated first day cover commemorating the dedication of the new Hadassah-Hebrew University Hospital at
Ein Karem, 3 August 1960, postally used 23 May 1962 (pencil address at King David Hotel partially erased), franked 0.25IL at
the DO-11 postage period double letter rate & backstamped arrival by King David Hotel cachet, 24 May 1962
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